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ESTANCIA

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday,

EstablUheriigOt

S awn

Herald K.tablishtid

(908

SCHOOL MATTERS

REGISTRATION
DISTRICTS

Now that another school year
is over, it may seem appropriate
In the registration on June 5th, to set before the citizens of the
three registration places have town a few statements as to the
the year,
been provided for the conven- work acconiDlished durine
present situation and the prospects
ience of registrants
Estancia, the
Since I have not much
before us.
Mountainair and Encino. The either time or space, I wieh to confine
local board will have charge at mv rpmurbfl nlfriost exclusively to the
matters touchine the high school. Be
Estancia, C. L. Burt at
whether vou think so or not,
and C. L. Creighton at cause,
jour high ochool department is the
Registrants may go to most
Encino.
important department just now
either place, as best suits their and should engage your mosc earnest
Right now 18 the accepted
convenience, but every one com- interest.which
the citizens of Estancia
at
ing under the law must register time
can step to the front and have a coun
at one or the other of these plac- rv hich srhnnl established before am
1

Moun-tainai-

r,

es.

The News-Heralwas not informed of this arrangement before publication last week.
d

THREE GALLS

'

FOR SOLDIERS
Call No. 564, to go to Fort Sam
Houston, Texas, 11 men, to entrain on May 30th, 1918.
Gerald Lee Hart, Cedarvale
Ted McLaughlin, Negra
Daniel J. Garrett, Lucy
Riley Dunsen, Mountainair
Joseph Luther Gist, Willard
Ray H. Palmer, Encino
Erasmus Wayman Miller,
Thos.

R.

Ketchersid,

Cedar-val-

e

Indalecio Chavez, Tajique
George Emmitt Cross, Mcintosh
Wm. H. Sellers, Mountainair
Call No. 537 to go to Veterinary Corps, Camp Lee, Petersburg, Virginia, on June 1st, 1918.
John D. Waldron, Negra
John T. Couch, Cedarvale
Robert E. Redding, Mountain-

"
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air
Cesario M. Chavez, Pinos Wells
Call No. 568, for mechanics to
go to Austin, Texas, on June 10th
1918.

Lvmann C. limmons, Mcintosh
James B. Reeve3, Moriarty
Daniel S. Nutter, Willard
Henry Marvin Hays, Estancia
Benjamin Dougherty, not reg- -'
istered. If he dnps not pass call
Ishum Stancill Cobb, Mountainair.

SOLDIER LETTERS
Camp Kearney, Calif.
May 17, 1918,

Editor Estancia News Heraid,
Estancia, N. Mex,
about
After
Dear Editor:
eight months we have decided to
write and let you know that we
are still alive arid O. K.
As you know we first went to
We
Camp Funston, Kansas.
were then sent to Camp Kearney,
California, where we have been
ever since. Upon arriving here
we were distributed among the
different companies of the 158th
Infantry, which was originally
The
the 1st Arizona Infantry.
boys who came on September 20
were mostly sent to companies C,
D, I and M. J. A. Woodall was
sent to Company I, while I, (U.
M. Rainey) wps sent to Company
M. Afterward we were both
transferred to Headquarters
Company where we are at present. We are in the signal platoon
We attend divisas operators.
ion signal school where we learn
all the different methods of signalling. It is very interesting
work.
We think this is the best camp
in the country on account of the
ideal climate. The weather con
ditions are practically the same
all the time or more nearly so
than I ever Baw in any other
country. Nevertheless we gefc
homesick for good old New
Mexico. That is our home and
it would take more than mere
climatic conflitions to 'alienate
our affections for our dear old
home state.
We have quite a few diversions
from the ordinary soldiering
which keeps us from getting too
.
We have the Y.
homesick.
A. which always has 6ome
kind of a program arranged for
the amusement of the boys. And
then we have a field meet where
all the boys have a chance to
show their athletic abilities. We
had such a meet yesterday, and
all the boys gave a epod account
The regiment
of themselves.
was honored by the presence of
.

M-C-

hitinua rivals advance their claims. It
of the
can he done by having one-fift- h
voters ot tne county sign a peuuaii ior
establishing a county j high school.
Then a general election is called, and
if a majority vote for the measure we
can have this established a county high
men
school. Now some public-spirite- d
should get busy and not let others get
good
Everyone knows what a
ahead
school means to a town and ought to
push this matter simply out ol sell interest.
You can easily see, moreover,
that if this school were made a county
high school, the people all over the
county, instead of teaching the higher
grades in their local Bchools, would
send their young folks to the county
high school, since they would be called
upon to support it.
I shall now indicate why I consider
this the auspicious time, the very hour
in which this work should be taken up
and pushed vigorously to a finish.
This is the first year a full high
school course is taught at this place.
Last year there were seven pupils
pursusng studies above the 8th grade.

its godmother, Miss Theda Bara.
We have been having target
practice with our new rifles. Believe me, there are none who
have anything on us boys from
New Mexico when it comes to
shooting and handling rifles. It
seems to be a sort of sezond nature with them to handle that
particular firearm.
Some of the boys may be seen
back there in the near future if
they can get their agricultural
furloughs.
We would be glad to get your
paper and hear from all old
friends and anyone else who
would care to write to us poor
soldier boys.
Hoping-thear from you in
the rear future and wishing you
the best of luck and success, we
remain,
Your fellow citizens,
U. M. Rainey and J. A. Woodall,
Headquarters Co. 158th Inf.
Camp Kearney.
Following are extracts front
letter written by John Warfel to
County Clerk Salas:
The drilling brings the per
spiration out good and strong,
but after the drilling hour,
which is 3:30 P. M., we take a
shower bath and are ready for a
Kood hot ball game.
.1 am playing 1st base in the
SSth Co. team in the Army
League, doing better than I
thought I could, but a fellow can
do more than he thinks he can
when the captains stand all
around and yell "Make it snappy!" "Make it snappy!"
It
makes you jump whether you
want to or not.
"In regard to the "eats," it is
not what some of the ex soldier
They
boys crack it up to be.
feed us fine lots better than
many families feed themselves.
from a
We have everything
tooth pick up to ice cream. Cake
and pie nearly every day, and
the days we don't have that we
have seme kind of good pudding.
Ice cream comes only on Sundays
army beans about once a week.
''We got our guns and bayonets
this week and the boys are sure
proud of them always shining
them.
"Today was one of those Estancia sandstorm days."

This first year of full high school work
we have had an enrollment of thirtv- one and twenty-tw- o
have remained
throughout the yaar.
We have two
graduates. In the freshman class are
twelve students, and only three of
tnem graduated from the 8th grade of
this school. The other nine, or three
fourths, came from other places. Thie
year we had about twenty graduates
finm the 8th grade, and the majority
of them plan to enter high school in
the fall. .Now, if the percentage of
outside mtmiher
nf that protective
class would lie the same as in thin
year'b freft.iriitn class, you ran s e h.iw
greatly the attendance would ir.ceae,
and this would b" much more lertain
of taking pU'e if thin school wurt
made a county high school.
Some reople misunderstand the na
ture and extent of the work done in
our high school deparlment
They
think we are not doing full high school
I herii wish to remove any
work.
causes
for such misunderstanding.
Not only do we give a full four year
high school course, but our work as a
high school is recognized by the high
est educational institution in the state,
which is evidenced by the certificates
sent to our graduates by Dr. Boyd of
the University of New Mexico, admitting them into the . freshman class
of their college department.
Now, with tnese young people knock
at the door of opportunity 'or a
full, liberal, unstinted development of
their mental faculties, it is the solemn
duty of every true and loyal citizen to
riejp create and develop that opportunity for them.
They are entitled" to a
good corps of teachers
They are en
titled to a building surhciently equipped
to enable them to carry on with facility
all the studies prescribed for recognized high schools all over this country.
they are the hope of tomorrow, and
it is our duty to give them the best opportunities for preparing themselves
to become more useful citizens then
we are. This is even more important
than our daily struggle for existence.
In general, the work in the 'school
has beer, going smoothly the past year.
No serious breaks in attendance have
been caused by general illness. A spir
it of patriotism, caused by the extraordinary condition of our country at
present, has pervaded the school, and
activities connected with this- - patriotism have been taken up and pursued

with enthusiasm.

And now 1 wish to thank the citizens
of Estancia for the cooperation given
to me and mv fellow teachers in our
attempt to serve not only the children
at school but the general welfare of
the community, and personally to express roy appreciation for the cordial
treatment and the general Inendsnip
accorded to me by the citizens of the
town.
I hope that if 1 shall De witn
you another year there will be felt a
still deeper spirit of understanding,
general interest and cooperation than
has been possible this year.
I append the letter from President
Boyd which accompanied the certificates of entrance to the University
sent to our graduates. D. E.

RED GROSS
of the
very important
evening. The
different com
to serve on
board

The executive
Red Cross held a
meeting Monday
chairmen of the
mittees were
the board, and fire
as follows: M's J
inance: Mrs.

reprp-enN-

Hatn--

Mr.
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supply;. Mr".

A
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K--
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Albuquerque,
May 15th 1918.
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-

I am a candidate for county as
sessor of Torrance county subject to the decision of the Demo-craticounty convention. D. D.
Smith.

Father Pincaire, Prof. Erickson,
Ernest Kemp, Sam Jensnn. Ho
mer I. Spitzmesser, Carl Sher
wood, J. M. Milbourn,
Paul
Dean, Julian Salas, Ralph Rober-spL.
ft.
Strorg, Dr. Chinn, J.
A. Constant and Dennis loth.
There is to
a branch repre
sentative at each of these meetings to be held the last Friday in
each month. At each meeting
the attendance will be made up
of the branch representatives,
executive board and board of directors. Each and everyone of
these persons have a vote and a
voice in all things
that are
brought up at this said monthly
meeting.
were
The following ladies
elected to serve as supervisors in
the work room: Mrs. Betty Garb--

vin, hospital dressing; Mrs. Ed
Roberson,
hospital garments;
Mrs. Delia Walker, knitting.
Mrs. Delia Walker was elected
to organize a class in first aid.
Dr. Jameson has generously donated his time and services to instruct those who care to join the
class.
Mrs Barney Freilinger was
u nanimously elected as chairman

YOU AKE WASTING MONEY EVERY WEEK IN SOME TRI
VIAL WAY, THAT IF IT WERE PUT IN THE BANK WOULD SOON
MAKE A VERY HANDSOME SUM.
IF THAT SUM WERE LEFT IN THE BANK AND ADDED TO,
IT WOULD GROW TO BE A FORTUNE IF YOU LIVE, BUT IF YOU
SHOULD DIE YOU WOULD NOT LEAVE HELPLESS LITTLE
ONES BEHIND.

COME TO OUR BANK.

Estancia Savings Bank

DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON, H. F. SHELTON
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.
Suitable reward for any reli
$25.00 cash reward for inable information of brown mare, formation leading to the arrest
branded on right shoulder with a and conviction of anyone defactriangle and figure 6 connected ing, destroying or removing road
corner, markers of Butler Auto Co. , Alat the lower right-hanone sorrel mare branded same, buquerque.
and one black mare colt white
Bank stock in Estancia Savings
blaze on side of face, no brand.
L. O. Bachmann, Tajique, N. M. Bank for sale. A. F. Grimmell.
d

C. A.

Where Prices

Lowest

NEAL JENSON. Cashier

BURRUSS. President

J N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President.
Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.

It Helps You
A

checking account with its complete
and concise monthly statement is a tremendous convenience. It takes the place
a book keeper for many men. We
invite you to use our facilities.
AND STOCKMENS BANK

is

Over

Start a War Saving Card Today
Every salesperson in this store sells them..

China Ware at Last

Give Us a Chance
I

5

z

will want to know what you and I "did to
before their necessities? The Government
money to help the boys win the war." In
the final analysis we will all be checked up. Are you prepared?

ANNOUNCEMENT

HELLUMS
are

.

"k

When the War

the closest possible margin.

'i i par

Own,

FARMERS

Give us the opportunity and we'll show you
that it is greatly to your advantage to trade
here. A large stock of the best goods, sold on

iim-

, f-

am enclosing Certificates of Ad
mission t the University and I will
.
aBk that you kindly present these to nl.iffi in knittinp-- .
ho?oital earthe members of your Senior Ulass.
and dressings. They will
1 hope
we are going to nave your ments
school well represented here this sum- soon make trips to all the branch
of
mer and next fall by several of your es in the county.
As you know, there
best students.
The floor oi the workroom is to
"
has never been a time when the coun- be made over, just now it is very
try has made such a demand for college trained men and women and the rough and makes scrubbing very
Mr. A. Cochran has
ones who are just now graduating difficult.
from the high schools should feel it donated the materials for the
particularly their duty to get all pos work.
sible training to be able to be of maxi
mum service.
Lost, side curtain for Chevro
Those who remain and serve can in
If found please leave
this way help to make the country bet- let auto.
ter and more worthy of the splendid at Sherwood's garage.
fighting being done by those who are
now "going over.
When you present the certificates to
your students, I hope you will also give
them the word that we will gladly
welcome them to the University, and
we want to be allowed to help them in
making their plans to go on with the
training they have so well begu .
With cordial personal regaras ana
wishing you continued success in your
work, 1 am
And the boys come home, they
Very truly yours,
DAVID R. BOYD,
help. Did we put our comfort
President.
Superintendent D. E. Erickson,
has said: "We want to borrow
Estancia, N. M.
1

Mm
yff,

The man vith rr.onev ,
duty he
owes to his farm a7v. Mm&m
cara qo the

2

iiy',

Whi-room, a
Home Service secretary.
the following men have l;een
invited by the hoard to belong to
the bnard of directors: A. is.
Hale. Fred Avers, J. C. Peter
son, H. C. Williams. Dr. C. E
Ewing, J. L. Stubblheld, Matt
Hreilinger, J. C. Hnlums, (;.
Romero, A R Po l. Ira Allman,
W. Rex Meador. A. Cochran, Mr
Armstrong, J. N DMIinger, O.
C. Loveless,
J. R. Nash, J R.
Wash. G C. Wood. George Fen- ey, Mr. Campbell. E. L. Garvin.
J. E. Hinman, O. C. Manker.
John Berkshira. Dr. Jameson, J
vV. Waaner.
W. J. Waltz, J. B.
Fish, Neal Jenson, Rev. Grant,
1

Volume XIV No.

rl
1

of the membership committee.
Mrs. Coombs, Mrs. Roberson
and Mrs E. L Garvin, motored
to Mountainair last Saturday and
the ladies of that

University of New Mexico
dear Sir:

May 30, 1918

See Window Display. The big shipment of China Ware that we
purchased in 191? has at last arrived. We have now a complete
stock in all varieties, such as cups and saucers, plates, nappies, jugs,
fruits, bowls and bakers.

Estancia Lumber Co.

ESTANCIA
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Best sea

Story of the
Parrnsla
Copyright A.

'

CHAPTER

XX

Oontlnued.

14

"Toa showed forged papers?"
"Aye; that was easy enough; yon
never supposed I was such a fool as
to overlook that, did you? We are
from St Johns to Liverpool, with a
miscellaneous cargo. The fellow swal
lowed my yarn as though It was sugar
candy. And the best of.lt Is. that Is
the only war Teasel patrolling these
waters; we have a cinch."
"Not without me," I answered calmpanse In which my mind
ly, after
gripped the situation. "The telltale
compass shows yon are three points
off yoar course now. I'll talk with
you, McCann. but If I continue to nav
igate this ship it will be at my own
terms, and you'll either give me what
I ask, or well fight it out here and
now."

"What are your terms?"
I took time to think, determined to
demand every concession I dared ask,
assurer that I held the winning hand.
"Well," I said finally, "this coast
to the west of ns Is no Joke at any
season of the year, and there are sea
currents along here to fool any seaman. You can take the chances If you
want to, bat It Is my belief you fools
will have this ship on the rocks within
twenty-fou- r
hours, if yon trust in blind
reckoning."
"D
It," sung out Liverpool
hoarsely, "we don't need no sermon on
dangers
the
of the deep. Stow the
gaff, an' tell us what yer want"
"I will," I snapped buck. "The freedom of the ship for both myself and
Our meals are to
Miss Carrlngton.
be served privately, and the lady Is not
to be addressed by any one of you."
"My Gawd," exclaimed a muffled
voice, "you don't want much I Who
are you, the czar of Russia?"
"I em the rightful captain of this
ship," I returned stiffly, "and the only
man on board capable of nLvigatlag
her. You can accept my terms, or
leave them ; and those are not all.
McCann, I am talking to you, not that
sea scum."
"All right; go ahead. What else?"
"I am to retain this revolver for
protection, and the key to my stateroom ; Miss Carrlngton Is also to retain her key. When you men desert
ship, which I know you plan to do,
the Indian Chief Is to be left In seaworthy condition. That's all."
"Enough, I should think. Ton must
consider your services Indispensable.
However, I accept the terms, providing
you agree to do what we ask In return."
"That I navigate the ship to within
fifty miles of St Johns; notify you
when we reach that point and give
you correct sailing directions."
"That Is what we want."
"Good; I accept. Take your men
ont of the cabin."
I stood motionless, still gripping the
revolver In one hand, listening to
catch every sound the other side of
the closed door. There was a muttered
discussion, the words mostly inaudible,
although I heard enough to convince
me that McCann was urging acceptance of my conditions on the ground
that it would be impossible for me,
alone, and under surveillance, to add
to their danger. Some words were
added In so low a tone as to fall to
reach my ear, bat whatever they were,
they evoked a laugh, and seemed to
restore the dissatisfied to better humor. Liverpool took sides with McCann In tfce dispute, and the two united must have prevailed, for the men
finally dispersed, and we could hear
their heavy sea boots tramping up

the stairs.
Believed of the strain, I turned to
meet the questioning eyes of the girl.
"That that was better than fightingwasn't It?" she asked almost anxiously.
"Tes; I lost my head for the moment and could only think of reaching
deck, and shouting an alarm to the
cruiser."
"It was too late for that"
"Yes; we know it was now, and
probably I would never have reached
there alive. I am very thankful to
you."
"To me I" Her lips smiled, although
her eyes remained grave. "Why, I
merely opened a door besides, even
that act was supremely selfish."
"1 cannot conceive how."
"You do not? Yet surely you can
realize what It would mean to me to
be left alone on board with with Fergus McCann. I do so despise the
creature that I shrink from even look
ing Into his eyes. It It was to avoid
Bieetlng him again that I locked the
door."
"He talked with you, then?"
"Yes, at the table. Wt were alone
for a moment and It was his manner
which frightened me rather than any
words said. I left the table without
speaking. He ha followed me, however, and tried my stateroom door."
"Saying nothing?"
"No; It was locked, and and he
laughed and went away."
"I suspect the man Is almost as
rxrucfc afraid of you as you are of him,
J said quietly, "and Is puzzled what
ts do with you."
Unit ac mm whyr

C McClarg

Co.

"Well, If you were not aboard, his
problem would be a much easier one
to solve. The lives of none of the
rest of us would weigh much In the
calculation."
"And you think my life does?"
"Undoubtedly. McCann Is a villain
by nature; he was born with criminal
Instincts, which have no wise' been
changed by the possession of wealth
But he Is fully awake to the peril of
his position. The fellow Is a coward
back of all his bluff, and I do not think
his criminal instincts are bloodthirsty.
But be has drifted Into a desperate
situation, from which be must extricate himself at any cost"
. "You mean oh, not that?"
- "i mean there Is but one sure solutiondead men tell no tales."
CHAPTER XXI.
A Plan to Save Ourselves.
She stood with hands clasped, and
parted Ups, her eyes wide open with
unconcealed horror, (or the moment
unable to utter a word.
"You yon actually think that, Mr.
Hollls? You mean he would be willing
to to Liurder all on board to protect
himself?"
"If assured such an act would bring
safety, I do not believe he would hesitate at even that crime. To be perfectly plain. Miss Vera, It Is my Judgment that your presence on board presents the only problem unsolved."
"My presence I Why, he has no
cause to fear me. No one knows where
I am. If I never appeared alive again,
not a soul could ever account for my
disappearance."
"True, and probably McCann Is fully
But he
aware of these conditions.
wishes you alive, not dead. That Is
what makes the problem."
She crossed the narrow space of
deck, and grasped my coat In her fingers.
"Oh! this is too terrible! He he
cannot Imagine It possible "
'And why not?" I interrupted. "He
on board. He Judges
Is
the virtue of others by his own standard. He dreams that you might even
make that bargain to preserve life."
"That I would marry him 7 "
"Marriage would seal your lips;
would win him safety, and also your
subjugation and wealth. It Is a stake
worth playing for, surely."
"And the others? What would be
the fate of you and the others If I
made that hateful bargain?"
"In no way different I Imagine,
from what it will be If you refuse," I
said soberly and my band closed on
hers. "McCann has no Intention that
we shall ever put foot on shore. He
would be a fool to permit such a
thing."
"You think it all planned out?"
"In detail ; McCann, Liverpool and
White know exactly what they Intend
doing. Their questioning of me, and
their scrutiny of the chart convinces
me of this. I even believe nqw I could
name the other men of the crew who
will be In their boat, when they abandon ship Dngan, Dubois, Sachs and
the negro, Watson, with perhaps two
others I am not so sure of. Why, Miss
Vera, you heard what I was compelled
to assent to a moment ago. I am to
pilot the Indian Chief to within fifty
miles of the harbor of St. Johns, timing our arrival at that point to some
hour of the night I am to give McCann notice of our arrival there, and
furnish him with exact sailing directions to complete the course. This
means that the crew expect to abandon the ship there, and take to the
boats. There are enough remaining
In good condition
and Just enough
to carry them all, but the Indian
Chief will be left with none to rescue
those of us who are left on board In
case of accident to the vessel."
"And you anticipate accident?"
"I believe the ship will be deserted
In an unseaworthy
condition either
with her bottom pierced, or her seacocks open; and that those of us left
aboard will be so confined as to be
practically helpless to save the vessel
from going down."
"And the men in the boats will get
ashore, scatter and never be heard
from again. No one will ever learn
what became of the Indian Chief, or
that we were aboard?"
"The French cruiser will report having spoken us at sea. That will be
the last word. The truth will never
be made clear. Our fate will be another sea mystery, never explained."
"Some of the crew might talk later
In liquor."
"There is always that danger, and
McCann ts farslgbted enough to guard
against It as far as possible. The
boats will easily become separated In
the darkness.
If the others are ever
picked up, It will be accidentally by
some ship at sea and there are almost no ships In this ocean. There
are few flaws In the plan, as I basa
figured out"
She did not answer, her eyes on
my face, her expression exhibiting the
horror she felt at this vivid picture
which I had drawn. Then she slowly,
gently withdrew her hand from my
grasp, sinking Into a chair, her head
bent forward

"You you really believe they actually plan to do all this?" she asked
at last "And what what about me?
that that marriage
You suggested
might save me from this fate. Do you
think so III of me as to Imagine I
would ever consent to such a bargain?"
"What I may Imagine has nothing
to do with the case, Miss Vera. My
thought and that of Fergus McCann,
Is not liable to be the same on any
subject 'The only hope he can have
of ever winning you Is through threat.
He possesses power and can assail you
with deadly peril.. It Is my belief that
he contemplates doing so."
"That be will offer me choice of
marriage with him, or death?"
"Yes; It will not be put in just so
brutal a form, for the fellow has a
certain polish over his villainy, but
it will mean that."
"Loan me the revolver."
"For what purpose?"
"To kill the brute. If ever he dares
such a proposal. Mr. Hollls, I would
die before I would ever permit his
touch I Marry him to save my tlfel
Why, I am so ashamed I cannot look
you In the face; cannot even find
words to express my detestation of
such a suspicion."
I stepped forward, and my hand
gently rested on the bowed shoulder.
"My dear girl," I said earnestly,
"look at me, and believe my words.
Lift your eyes; I want you to read
the truth In my heart It is not your
Ufe alone; It is mine also, and the
Uves of nearly all the others aboard,
which are at stake. For the sake of
us all I am going to ask of you a sacr-

ifice."

There had been a mist of tears In
the uplifted eyes, but ai I paused this
had vanished.
"A sacrifice?" she stammered. "That
I marry that man?"
"God forbid I No; bnt that you en
courage him to think it possible." 'Oh, I could not I could not! Do
not ask that of me."
"But listen," I urged eagerly, forget
ful of all else In the earnestness of
my. plea.
"Vera, listen before you
The only possible
make decision.
hope lies In the freedom of one of us
aboard. I can so Juggle figures as to
keep the ship safely at sea for another
day and night, but no longer.
"Someone must be free to act and
plan. I cannot nor any of those men
confined amidships. By winning
confidence ; by seeming to yield
to his desires, you will be allowed free
dom on board. You can demand It as
the price of your surrender. All else
must depend on your woman's wit"
'But but could I convince the man
of my sincerity? I I detest him so."
'He will want to be convinced ; your
mere consent will satisfy him. You
must not look at this from your standpoint He ts conceited and cowardly.
To save his own Ufe he would be
guilty of any treacherous act. He will,
judge you by his standards. There
will be no necessity for any pretense
at love ; you need fiot even permit him
to touch you. Merely allow him to
believe that fear makes you an unwilling victim."
'You you actually wish me to do
this play this hideous part?"
'Only because of our desperate sit
uation ; we must fight- - with the only
weapon at band. There Is no other

"I Could Not Do Not Ask That of
Me."
course open. The one thing I have In
mind is someone on board free to release the prisoners Immediately after
the boats leave. In time to enable us
to prevent the ship's going down."
"But bnt Mr. Hoflls, wbuld would
he not Insist upon my going with him
In

the boat?"

walked twice across the narrow
space of the deck, conscious that her
questioning eyes followed me.
"Yes," I admitted, pausing to stuay
her face. "You might even be obliged
to do that You must front this possibility, although the necessity may be
avoided. But McCann'a boat will make
Ha dare not resort to
St Johns.

I

"It I would despise you J would deSM
your act unwomanly?"
"Because because X bad to know.
It does not even yet seem right to me
altogether. I I could not do such a
thing unless you approved."
"You have faith In me, then?"

"Yes yes ; I I believe In you."
"And you meun you would have refused to take such action If I had not
urged It upon you, and had failed to
assure you that doing so would In no
way lower my respect for you?1
Her eyes flashed up qucstionlngly
into my face, only to be Instantr lowered again.
"Yes."
"Not even to save your own life?"
force once you are ashore. I do not
"I have always felt there were concount that a serious danger only he ditions more to be dreaded than
must not suspect your purpose until death," she answered slowly. "Mere
too late to prevent his Interfering with association, such as you describe this
your action. Nor will you be unsafe adventure to be, with Fergus McCann,
with him In the, open boat, for the two may not be such a condition yet I
of you will not be alone. Your great- shrink from It I have chosen my
est peril will be while aboard this course not because It may preserve
ship, and completely in McCenn's my Ufe, but for the sake of the others
power."
helpless on board this miserable ves"The open boat will not be long at sel; because of the crippled man
sea?"
locked In his own cnbin; because of
"Not to exceed a few hours prob- the mother praying for him In Philaably ; Liverpool and White are seamen delphia. Oh I Mr. Hollls, can you not
enough to see that it Is equipped with understand?"
"Vera, why do you question me like
a sail, and if the wind be favorable,
they wlU make land quickly. But this? Why should you hesitate, doubt,
there Is even a chance that you need when you realize, as you must, that
only through you, and your power over
not take this risk."
"What chance?" the full measure of McCann, Philip Bascom's life and forher emotions finding evidence In her tune can be saved?"
"Because I would not save them at
voice.
"If Leayord or Olson could be se- the cost of your respect."
"Mine! You think that of me?"
cretly released, or even If you could
"Yes," she said, and now her eyes
be assured that I was free to attain
the deck at the proper moment and met mine frankly. "I think that of
thus able to release these others, we you, Robert Hollls."
This avowal, quietly, honestly spomight best play a bold game. By urging some excuse' you could delay leav- ken, sent the hot blood tingling
ing the ship until after all the muti- through my veins, yet left me for the
neers were over the side, and In the
boats. McCann might remain on board
with you, but he would be only one
man to handle. Once we had control
of the ship, we could defend the decks,
and prevent those ruffians from returning on board, at least until they surrendered all arms, and agreed to such
terms as we offered."
"That that would be a most desperate expedient" she said dejectedly,
"its success doubtful. You would be
and without
terribly outnumbered,
weapons."
"I do not see It so. Outnumbered,
yes; but with every advantage of position. Those fellows could not clamber up the side, unless it be one at a
time. Besides, the major part of the
crew are doubtless mutineers against
their will, and would be glad enough
to return to duty If promised protection. I doubt If there be three revolvers on board. I have one of these, and
McCann carries another. Really the
plan looks feasible to me."
She arose end crossed over to the
open port gazing out In silence across
the waste of waters, the jvlnd lifting
strands of her ruffled hair. She re"Because I Love You."
mained there motionless so long I became Impatient.
moment speechless. I could not, dare
"Have you no answer to make?" I not hope that her words meant all
questioned at last. "You think the they seemed to mean. She must have
scheme impracticable?"
read the bewilderment in my face,
"No; It Is not that," but without for she did not hesitate.
changing posture or glancing about
"I realize how you have looked upon
and I felt there was a deadness In me from the time of our first meeting
her voice, far from encouraging. "But
on the dark deck of the Esmeralda,"
but I do not Uke the part assigned to she said, her emotion evidenced only
me."
by a tremor in the soft voice. "I have
"You fear you might find It difficult been to you a mere girl. No; do not
to carry out the deceit?"
interrupt with denials, for It is better
She turned and faced me, and there I should go on. But I am not a child ;
were tears in her eyes, which she I hlnk and feel as a woman ; Indeed,
swept Indignantly away with a swift 1 have cause to believe that my Ufe
gesture.
lonely and without companion of my
"You have used the right word," she own age has made me older In expeexclaimed, no longer hesitating In rience than my years. Why do I cont,
speech. "I am not accustomed to
fess this? Because I believe the time
Mr. Hollls ; I have never learned has come when you should know. I
how to Ue, or conceal my true feelings. am going to carry out your desire; I
I am not afraid physically; It Is not am going to outwit Fergus McCann,
that; but you ask me to permit this and overcome his villainy. I am going
fellow to make love to me, and I am to lower myself; renounce my Ideals,
to encourage his hopes, and pretend for your sake."
You
to yield to his advancements.
"Mine I oh, no; yon cannot mean
ask me to lower my womanhood, to that there are others."
"Yes, there are others. I sympathize
take my place on a level with a girl
of the streets, and pretend to sell my- with, and am glad to serve them. Yet
concepself for a price. Is this your
their fate alone even my own peril
would never have led me to make this
tion of my character?"
slapped
decision. I trust you, and am willing."
was
as though she had
It
"You care, actually care that much
me In the fece, yet I was ready, half
anticipating she might assume this po- for me?"
"Is there any disgrace, any unworn-anllnes- s
sition.
In saying so? We are in des"No; but I believe you wiUlng to
perate
stress, all of us. Even death
sacrifice your conception of what ormay
but
a few hours away. This ts
be
dinarily seems right to save this ship,,
and the lives of those aboard ; to pre- no situation to be ruled by social conserve Philip Bascom's fortune. There ventions, or lack of frankness In
need be no love making, no pretense speech. I do care for you, Robert Holat love. Yon seemingly yield to force, lls; you would have known It longer
surrender to fear; that would be the ago if you were not blind In such
only way in which McCann would ex- things. You have cared for me ever
since we were In the boat together. Is
pect to gain your consent"
this not so?"
"You you wish me to do this?"
"Yes, but I never thought "
"It appears to me as our only hope."
"Of course not ; you are not the sort
"And It I do, you will not despise
me? You will not feel my action un- of man who would. You have not
made a life study of women ; perhaps
womanly?"
that is why I trust you so thoroughly.
"I feel that of you! Never; why. If
If you had made love to me, RobIt would be Impossible for me to conHollls, I would have laughed at
ert
ceive of your acting unworthily 1" .
you; but but now I do not feel like
She held out' her hand.
tdughing at all."
"Then I will try," she said simply,
"You do love me! You you love
her eyes uplifted to mine.
me?"
"Oh, you mustn't compel me to say,
CHAPTER XXII.
that I It Is enough to confess I care ;
that I am Interested. If It was not for
Words of Love.
tightened, and the the desperate chance I am abont to
My hand-clas- p
take,
I should never have said these
long lashes shaded her eyes, concealwords. We simply must understand
ing from me the mystery of their you and I.
I cannot go to Fergus Mcdepths, a brighter color flooding her Cann pretending
to yield to his desires,
Outlined against the open to conform to
cheeks.
his wishes, without yon
port, and the blue of the water beyond, comprehend
first of all that I do this
the fresh young beauty of her face was not even to save my own
Ufe, but
The words because I
almost a new revelation.
you."
love
she had spoken, her manner, her sud"You love me? You really love me?"
den surrender to my wish, perplexed
"As woman never loved before, I
me, and completely overcame my ef- believe," she
answered gravely. "I
fort at
you."
love
"Why did you ask me that?" I ques(TO BE CONTINUED.)
tioned, scarcely aware of my words.
The hardest crop te raise monav
"Whatr

THAT CHANGE IN

WOMAN'S UFE
Mrs. Godden Tells How If
May be Passed in Safety
and Comfort.
Fremont, 0. "I was passing through
the critical period of life, being forty- six years oi age ana
had all the symp

mmmmm toms incidenttotnac

change heat flashes, nervousness, and
was in a general run
down condition, so
it was bard for ma
to do my work.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a

Vegetable

Com-

pound was recom- mended to me as the
best remedy for my
troubles, which it
surely proved to be. I feel better and
stronger in every way since taking it,
and the annoying symptoms have disappeared."
Mrs. M. Godden, 925 Napoleon St, Fremont, Ohio.
Such annoying symptom as heat
flashes, nervousnsss, backache, headache, irritability and "the blues," may
be speedily overcome and the system
restored to normal conditions by this
famous root and herb remedy Lydia E
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound.
If any complications present themselves write the Finkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass., for suggestions how to
overcome them. The result of forty
years experience is at your service ana
your letter held in strict confidence.

For Constipation

Carter's Little

i

Liver Pills
will set you right
over night.
Purely Vegetable
Small Pill, Small Don, Small Price

Carter's Iron Pills
Will restore color to the faces of
those who lack Iron In the blood,
d
people do.
as most
pale-face-

Never That.
"Women have suffered everything."
"Everything but one tiling the tor--1
ture of keeping silent."

FRECKLES

b th Tima to Get Rid of Then Ugj Spots
There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
of your freckles, as O t bine doubla
ashamed
strength is guaranteed to remote these homely
New

pots.

Simply
set an ounce of Othtne donbla
strength from your druggist, and apply a little
of It night and morning and you should soon seo
even
the worst freckles hare begun to disthat
appear, wtille the lighter ones have vanished en
tlrely. It Is seldom that more than one ounce
la needed to completely clear the skin and gala
beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othlne,
as this Is sold under guarantee of money back
If It falls to remove freckles. Adv.

Paradoxical.
He "I see where we may' expect
She "Then
another coal famine."
we will have hot times this winter."
Remember the future Is waiting for
you. Start now.
Take Cara of Your Bora eel
Nothing else will do aa much (0
keep them In fine condition as
Dr. David Boberts'

PHYSIC BALL and
HORSE TONIC rre0i

once every three months make
sleek coat, prevent worms, etc.
Read the Practical Home Veterinsriao
AborUea Id Caws
far frw kwkM
If no dealer In vonr town, writ

Bt

Br.

Dallé loseris'

VaL Co., 100

Kill All

flrisá Aiisus,

Waukwha,

Wit,

Files! "BJSr

Placed anywhere, Delay Fly K lllor attracts and una
clean. ornmentl,conrjnlent and cheap.
all Oiea.

Nt.

hi Jure anTthtriff. Guana
Aak tor

ted effeetfra.

Daisy Fly Killer
by
deafara.

BOM

MAROL0

0

eOMÍftS, ISO

r

C

y ipraM, prapoJd, 11.00.
OO RALO AVB., BROOKLYN, M.

sU

V.

R rt Developing and Printing
any size
w lo Send
lag 25o stamps

film by mail enclos
and wo will develop
roll and make one print of each
good film. Wo pay return postage. We emsor
ploy photograph io experta only,
offer 'to acquaint
ice. Thia la a fl
you with our superior service and results.
AUSTIN'S KODAK FINISHING STORE, Dei. Bl.PtcUa.Ceia.
a

o

MACHINISTS WANTED
Tor work on machinery urgently needed by Indus
tries furnishing material required by onr forces a
are depending upon tbemto help
port the boys wbo
rwln tbe war; good men wbo want work In a good
up ni K"uu wages can unu is aere, ana suen as aro
competent
and steady will bare permanent employment.
TUR NOCK
GAK81IK
CO.. 18a O Watee 8U, Denver, Uoio.

C. J. Mustion Wool
Commission Co.
16th & Liberty St, Stock Yard. Statioa
KANSAS CITY, MO.

SACRIFICF
Jí í

1 Stw
D"W Pitrel.
companf
"? dailr"""Of
price c; prodnelnffSU barrels
at BlectratTe
Also Capitol Petrur.am 8c per .hare, company
prloa
ISC! alio producing. BlRBIa, HI UaMla, rjww, rale.

I Wint to Bear From

'

Owner

wlmproT.dlaadfora.la. art.

f

W.Saita,

Fun

Patau, la.

.

"The new regulation will also alfect

FIGHT OR GET BUSY

CIADA

LAND

VALUES

But Forty and Fifty Bushels of
Wheat to the Acre.
During the past year there has been
a greater demand for farm lands In
Western Canada than for a number of
years past. The demand is for good
farm lands Improved or unimproved.
And at an increase of from ten to fifteen dollars an acre more than the
same lands could be bad for a couple
of years ago.
The rise in the price of every kind
of produce grown on these Western
lands, In some cases to double and In
others to treble the price prevailing before 1914, have attracted and are attracting In
proportions
the men who are anxious to Invest
their money, and apply their energies
In the production of wheat for which
the allied nations are calling with
voices which grow louder and more
anxious ns the months roll on, and the
end of the war still seems distant,
Beef, and more especially bacon, are
required In ever greater quantities,
and the price of all these things has
soared, until it Is not a question of
what shall we produce, but how much
can we produce.
Even should this
world calamity be brought to a close
in six months from now, It will be
years before normal pre-wa- r
prices
prevail, and meantime
it
not patriotism Is turning the minds of
thousands back to the land. The ln
evitable consequence has been the rise
In value - of land, especially 'wheat
land.
The Calgary Herald, commenting on
these conditions says:
"From inquiries made from leading
dealers in farming and ranching prop
ertles, and from the information gath
ered In other ways, It is known that
the value of all land wheat land
mixed farming properties and even
good grazing land has risen In the
last two years 40 per cent. Wheat
lands in some districts have practical'
ly doubled in price.
One dealer in
farm lands recently sold three sections
for $70 an acre, one extra good quar
ter went as high as $90, and another
brought $100. These are, of course,
large prices, but that they will be
equaled or even surpassed In the near
future is beyond question. There Is a
feature about this rush to the land
from which the most solid hope can
be drawn for the success of the move
ment. The proper tillage of land, to
produce large crops In a climate like
ours is now understood and practiced
as It never 'was in the early days of
the province. It would seem too that
with the increase of land under cultlvatlon, the seasons are changing
and the rainfall becoming greater and
more regular.
"Crops are being harvested, especially in Southern Alberta, which would
e
have seemed impossible to the
ideas
farmer, with his
of breaking and seeding. And at the
price now set by the government for
wheat and which possibly may be increased during the coming season, the
return to the practical skilled agriculturist must necessarily be very large.
"What matters $10 or even $20 an
acre extra on wheat land when a return as high ns 50 bushels and even
more may be taken from every acre
sown? With hogs bringing $20 n hundred pounds; beef on the hoof nt $12,
and mutton $16, while wool under the
new government arranged system of
handling and sale brings 65 cents a
pound (and these values cannot fall
to any great extent for some years)
the demand for land will continue and
deMi I ues increase In a corresponding
gree.
"There has never been In the history
of Canada a time so favorable for the

farmer as the present;
the Inspiration of patriotic feeling, the
aid freely extended by the government, who are permitting the Import
of certain agricultural implements
f"ee, all these tend to still further
raise the price of Alberta land."
t,

Unusual Weapon.
John was asked to go to the store to
get a dozen eggs. On his way a boy
took away his hat and John began to
cry. When he got to the store the man
asked: "Who hit you, John J"
"A dozen eggs," was the reply.
Have a Clear Skin.
Make Cutlcura Soap your every-da- y
toilet soap and assist It now and then
by touches of Cutlcura Ointment to
For free
often, soothe and heal.
amplea address "Cutlcura, Dept. X,
Boston."
At druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Force of Habit.
"Say, Maggie, what has become of
that drug clerk who was paying you
such marked attention?"
"I guess be thought I was a bottle
of medicine. He shook me."

If you wish beautiful,

clear white
At all

SWEEPING EDICT TO IDLERS TO
MAKE NATION EFFICIENT
IN WAR.
IS TO

BE IN

EFFECT JULY

Order Takes Registrants Out of De
ferred Class Ball Players, Golfers,
and Others,
Clerks,
Bartenders,
Must Find "Useful' Employment

the following classes:
"(a) Persons engaged

In the servlni!
of food and drink, or cither. In public
places, Including hotels and social
club;
"(b) Passenger elevator operator"
nnd attendants, doormen, footmen and
other attendants of clubs, hotels,
stores, apartment houses, office buildings and butbhouses.
(c) Persons, Including ushers and
oiuer attendants, engaged and occu
pied In, and In connection with, games,
sports and amusements,
excepting
actual performers In legitimate con
certs, operas or theatrical

Smarting Jnit Br
U osota
ruggista or malL Write for Free Brs Book.
JlUlUaB tai BMMI1 CO.. C1UQAUP

the reason for the use of vegetable preparations for infants

and children ?
Why are any but vegetable preparations unsafe for infants and children ?
Why are' Syrups, Cordials and Drops condemned by all Physicians and
most laymen ?
Why has the Government placed a ban on all preparations containing, among
other poisonous drugs, Opium in its variously prepared forms and pleasing tastes,
and under its innumerable names?
These are questions that every Mother will do well to inquire about.
Any Physician will recommend the keeping of Fletcher's Castoria in the
house for the common ailments of infants and children.

Children Cry For

mMM L

i

II

Letters from Prominent Druggists
addressed to Chas.
Fletcher.

loss

if

GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS BEARS

HORSE SALE DISTEMPER

r

v

piy

!H

(Stomach
Trouble

'í

I

FATONIC

Cuticura Stops
Itching and
Saves the Hair

Man's Component Parts.
Work Must Be Respected.
Man Is the most complex mnchlnlsra
Any painter will tell you that the
of
Soil.
Battle
The
the
he begins carelessly, with a In the cosmos. There enter Into his
sketch
The Bug From the amount of Parlt slovenly scamping of paints, ends by constitution eighteen or more simple
green around here I guess It Is no disgusting him and Is frequently
left bodies, namely hydrogen, oxygen, nitrobug's land.
;
unfinished. Any embroiderer will ad- gen, carbon, sulphur, fluorln, chlorln,
experience.
to
Work
be bromine. Iodine, phosphorus, arsenic,
same
the
mit
'
Courteous mariners thrive better If a pleasure must be respected. It must silicon, sodium, calcium, magnesium.
given plenty of public exercise.
be approached as a dignified and an Iron and inangnnese, aluminum nnd
boron and vanadium.
honorable affair.
'

JST wherein lies

"(d) Persons employed In domestic
service.
"(e) Sales clerks and other clerks
THESE ARB HIT BY ORDER TO
employed in stores and other mercan
F1UHT OH V OHK..
tile establishments.
Idlers.
"Men who are engaged as above or
Gamblers.
Bucket shop employees.
who are Idlers will not be permitted
itace xraua auenuanis.
to seek relief because of the fact that
Clairvoyants and the like.
olfera.
they have drawn a
Professional
seball playera a) ber or because they later order num
Professional
have been placed
inrnhahlvl.
Elevator operators at clubs and
In class II, ill or IV on the grounds of
tores.
dependency.
The
fact
that he is not
doormen.
hotel
Club and
Waiters in hotels and clubs.
usefully employed will outweigh both
ITshers In theaters,
of the above conditions.
i Attendants
pifo 'Wt fontenM 15 fluid Mormj
at sports.
Persons In domestic service.
To Extend Nonuseful List.
5
Clerks in stores.
expected
(if
is
"It
that the list
Specially Eaempl.
Actors.
occupations will he extended
tjjNJ--.ifrom time to time as necessliy will re
swwj
quire so ss to Include persons in otliei
l jyiHijulTBulletin.
employments.
"Temporary absences from regulnt
May 23.
Washington,
General
employment not to exceed one week
regulaCrowder's new "work-or-Bglltlons may require professional buse-ba-ll unless sucn temporary absences art
players either to enguge in some habitual and frequent, shall not be con
. i7nnnl.-.- 1 PER CENT.
useful occupation or to join the nriuy. sidered as idleness. Regular vacation
AVfeáetabterVcpafatiooíifAí
Baseball players, as well as Jockeys, will not be considered as absences in
professional golfers and other profes
this connection.
tinotheStwnacáS and Bowels ef
"The regulation
further provides
sional sportsmen, General Crowder
that where such a change of employ
said today, will be affected by the reg
ulations If strictly enforced. General ment would compel the night employ
tóeretryPfomo1inéW45l
Crowder said he did not desire to make ment of women under circumstances
-.
-...
ijiiauDS
specific rulings at this time and would which a board might deem unsuitable
miu
Jt
uieenuine
employment
of women the
make rulings only when cases came to for such
0ptam,Morpbinen
neither
board may take such circumstances
him from local boards after July 1.
Mineral. Not nAHyy
Into consideration in making Its deH.
cision."
Bulletin.
B. J. Briggs & Co., of Providence, R. I., say : "We have sold Fletcher!
Explains
Crowder
Plan.
General
Washington,
May 23. Theatrical
Explaining the new regulation and
Castoria in our three stores for the past twenty years and consider it
performers have been excepted from
necessity for It, General Crowder
one of the best preparations on the market."
the new draft regulations at the dl- the :
said
Mansur Drug Co., of St. Paul, Minn., says : "We are not in the habit
rectlon of Secretary Baker, who is said
"The war has so far disorganized
of recommending proprietary medicines, but we never hesitate to say a
to feel that the people cannot do with
good word for Castoria. It is a medical success. "
out all amusement in war time and the normal adjustment of industrial
1 c- -l Tul Pi.fr, edV fof.
man power as to prevent the enor
Hegeman & Co., of New York City, N. Y., say : "We can say for your
that other amusements could be dis- mous Industrial output and national
DiarrhoM
Constipation and
Castoria that it ia one of the best selling preparations in our stores.
pensed with more readily.
organization necessary to success.
and revensnmw
evidence that it is satisfactory to the users."
'There Is a popular demand for or
or SU?? . ThatW.is conclusive
H. Chapman, of Montreal, Que., says : "I have sold Fletcher's CasWashington, May 23. Habitual Id
therrfrotnjnjma?
ganization of man power, but no di
resullini
toria for many yeara and have yet to hear of one word other than praise of
lers, ball players, gamblers, barten
rect draft could be Imposed nt pres
its Virtues. I look upon your preparation as one of the few so called
ders, and many others are Included In ent.
patent medicines having merit and unhesitatingly recommend it aa a safe
an edict issued today by Provost Mar
Steps to prohibit Idleness and non
shal General Crowder, providing that effective occupation will be welcomed
household remedy."
IheCentaotCohpb
every man of draft age must work or by our people.
fight after July 1, under a drastic
"We shall give the Idlers and men
h
aas llll l II L Lim I
amendment to the selective service not effectively employed the choice be
I ill ill Ml PI 'I I
the
regulations.
All draft registrants en
tween military service anil effective
gaged In what are held to be noiiuse- - employment.
Every man, in the draft
Signature
ful occupations are to be haled before age at least, must work or fight.
local boards and given their choice of
of
This Is not alone a war or mili
a new job or the army.
tary maneuver. It Is a deadly contest
Eiact Copy of Wrapper.
Gamblers, race track and bucket of Industries and mechanics.
shop attendants and fortune tellers
Must Copy German Machine.
head the list, but those who will be
How to Win a Seat.
Germany must not be thought of as
reached by the new regulation also In
Here Is a tip for Pittsburgh strap
merely possessing an army, we must
You know that when you eeTI or buy through the sale
elude waiters and bartenders, theater
you have about one chance In fifty to escape SAL.fi STAB LOB
think of her as being an army an hangers on how to win a seat. It was
Is your true protection, your
DISTEMPER. SPOHN'S
ushers and attendants, passenger elearmy
In which every fnctory and loom tried with success recently on a Broadonly
safeguard, for as sure as you treat all your horse'
vator operators and other attendants In the empire Is a recognized part In way car by a woman who looked tired
with ltt you will soon be rid of the disease. It acts as m
sure preventive, no matter how they are "exposed."
of clubs, hotels, stores, etc., domestics
a complete machine running night and but couldn't Induce any of the men
60 cents and $1 a bottle; $5 and $10 dosen bottles, at all
and clerks In stores.
good druggists, horse goods houses, or delivered by thm
day at terrific speed. We must make sitters to give her a seat. She looked
manufacturers.
Deferred classification granted on ac
pleadingly,
around
all
who
but
those
of ourselves the same sort of effective
O UN MEDICAL. CO, llaas.factt.rers, Gosfcea, lad U-- A
81'
count of dependents will be disregard
had scats were absorbed In their newsmachine.
ed entirely In applying the rule. A
The enr had gone a block or
Is not enough to ask what would papers.
"It
man may be at the bottom of class 1 happen If every man In
the nation turn two when suddenly n voice was heard
or even In class 4, but If he fails with
ed his bond to effective work. We singing, "The Star Spangled Banner."
Hdtyx-Senatoin the regulation and refuses to take must make ourselves effective. We It was the woman who had Just enuseful employment be will be given a must organize for the future.
:
We tered the car. Everyone arose. ,Then
d
1
In
new number
class
that will send must make vast withdrawals for the the woman edged Into a sent that bail
him Into the military service forthwith.
army and .Immediately close up he been occupied by one of the men.
Local boards are authorized to use disranks of Industry behind the gap with When the woman was seated the song
cretion only where they find that en nn accelerating production of every suddenly ended. New York Sun.
forced change of employment would useful thing in necessary measure.
result In disproportionate hardship up How Is this to be done?
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
on his dependents.
makes clothes whiter than snow.
The answer Is plain. The first step happy,
All good grocers. Adv.
May Solve the Labor Problem.
toward the solution of the difficulty Is
The statement of the provost mar to prohibit engagement by
A Wonderful Testimonial
d
Potato Water Substitute for Soap.
shal general's office Is as follows:
Endorsing EATONIG
men In the field of hurtful employSoap is almost unattainable In occu
"Provost Marshal General Crowder ment, Idleness or Ineffectual employGentlemen !
af
pied
Belgium,
housewives
and
the
today announced an amendment to the ment, and thus Induce and persuade
are
I have oied EATONIC tablets fn my
family and find it a moat wtoaUent
selective service regulations
which the vast wasted excess Into useful accordingly seeking possible substi
remedy for dyspepsia end all forms of
tutes.
through
chemist,
To
n
them
Voura reapectf ally.
deals with the great question of comtlxdiffcetion.
fields.
W. V.tSUlaLdVAPI.
pelling men not engaged in a useful
The very situation we are now con the medium of a Brussels newspaper,
occupation Immediately to apply themsidering, however, offers great possi- gives this ndvice: "Pour the hot water
potatoes
have been
selves to some form of labor, contribbilities In Improvement of the draft ns In which peeled
boiled over the linen to be washed.
uting to the general good. The Idler, well as great possibilllles for the
W. V. SULLIVAN
Formar U. S. Swassr
following
to
soak
until
the
Allow
it
too, will find himself confronted with
of the labor situation by ef
tr
you
It
as
day,
would
rub
a
then
in
the alternative of finding suitable emAt All Dmigurta
fective administration
of the draft.
ployment or entering the army.
Considering the selective service law, lather, but without milling soap or anyIndigestión,
Misery
Stomach
All
Quickly
Removes
This regulation provides that after we see two principal causes of detri thing else. The linen will come out of
Dyspepsia, latuience, neartourn, aaar.
July 1, any registrant who Is found by ment of the call to military service
the tub perfectly white."
Acid and Gassy Stomach
local board to be a habitual Idler or exemption and the order numbers asHere's tha secret: EATONIC Drives the Gas oat
not engaged In some useful occupation signed by lot.
SWAMP-ROO- T
FOR
of the body and the Bloat goes with it. Guaranteed
shall be summoned before the board,
The exemptions themselves fall Into
to bring relief or money back. Get a box today.
given a chance to explain and. In the two conspicuous categories
depend
Costs only a cent or two a day to use It.
absence of a satisfactory explanation,
AILMENTS
ency and Industrial employment. One
KIDNEY
fWlfth."Brft,"Boofc. AMr.goteaBlrOn.. W1S-- S. WibMfc iwwi
military
to be Inducted into the
service protects domestic relations, the other
of the United States.
the economic Interests of the nntlon.
"Any local board will be authorised
There is only one medicine that really
Between the two there Is an Inev
Good Salesmanship.
as a medicine for
stands out
to take action, whether It has an orig- itable hiatus, for It is demonstrably
"Could I sell you a burglar alarm,
ailments
of the kidneys, liver
curable
inal Jurisdiction of the registrant or true that thousands. If not millions, of
madam?"
bladder.
not; in other words, any man loafing dependency exemptions have no ef- and
"Are you sure It will work?"
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
stands the
around a poolroom in Chicago may be fect of industrial protection whatever. highest for the reason that it has proven
"Yes, madam ; I may speak with
iMield to answer to a Chicago board even
needed
in
thouremedy
One of the unanswerable criticisms to be just the
some authority on the subject. I was
though he may have registered In of the draft has been that It takes men sands upon thousands of distressing cases. once a burglar myself."
,
a physician's prescription for
New York and lived there most of his from the farms and from all useful Swamp-RootSs 25c. Oisrassl 25c ass 50t
"Dear me I What caused you to respecial disesscB, makes friends quickly belife.
employments and marches them past cause its mild and immediate effect is form?"
apply
to Idle crowds of Idlers and loafers to the soon realized in most cases. It ia a gen"The regulations which
"This alarm."
registrants will be deemed to apply army. The remedy Is simple to couple tle, healing vegetable compound.
"I'll "take one." Birmingham
HAIft BALSAM
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
also to gamblers of all description and the Industrial basis with other grounds
fielpa to s)TswltcL daiadraC.
stores in bottles of two sizes, mediemployees and attendants of bucket-shop- s for exemption and to require that any drug
CLa aUsai
um and large.
Beauty toGrt r Fad HaarJ
and race tracks, fortune tellers, mnn pleading exemption on any ground
Many a mnn who poses as a public
ooc mnn t.w n ímgruua
However, if you wish first to test this
clairvoyants, palmists and the like, shall also show that he is contribut- great preparation send ten cents to Dr. benefactor never thinks of giving bis
ing effectively to the Industrial we- Kilmer & Co., Bmghamton, N. Y., for a wife a dollar for her own use.
who for the purpose of the regulations
18.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
lfare of the nation."
shall be considered as Idlers.
mention this paper. Adv.

clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue.
good grocers. Adv.

When Your Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy
a
OomforL

A Word of Precaution.

For every ton of hay In the Held, 500
tons of water have been used to bring
It to maturity.

Stones marking the Mason and
Dixon line bear the Penn nnd Baltimore family coats of arms.

Part of Her Costume.
Bessie came running to her grandmother holding a dry, pressed leuf, obviously the relic of a day long gone
by. "I found it in the big Bible,
grandma," she said.
To you 'spose
it belonged to Kve" Boston

Sapolio doing its work. Scouring
tor U.b.Marine Lorps recruits.

Join Now!
APPLY

Some people are like elder sweet
enough until it is time to work.

Faith

In your own ability

of the buttle.

ia

two-thir-

NOCH tlOSOAjr
SONS CO.

AT ANY

POST OFFICE
for

Men
who wear

thit

emblem

are (

U.S.

MARINES

SERVICE UNDER THIS EMBLEM

Estancia

Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Mason re
turned yesterday from their California
trip.

News-Heral- d

Published

Tflry

Thursday

J. A.CONSTANT.Editorand Owner.

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
11,
Knterod as saeond class matter Janaarr
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N, M.
1907, la the postoffioe at Eataucia. N. M., under
tue Act of Uongreasof M&roh 8, iwi.
Mav 14. 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Mary J.
Subscription $i,60 per year in advance Farmer, of Mcintosh, New Mexico,
who, on September 13. 1910, made
Homestead entiv. No. 014135, for Lots
' PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
5, 6, 7, and 8, Setftion 33, Township 8
north, Range 9 east, N. M. P. Meri
lian, has Hied notice of intention to
five year Proof, to establish
make
Santa Fe, N. H. claim final
Estancia, N. M.
to the land above described, before Neal Jenson, U. S. Commissioner,
EDWARD I?. DA VIES
at Estancia, New Mexico, on July 8,
NOTICE

N. D. MEYER
ATTORNEYS RT LW

Estancia office in Farmers and

Stock-men-

Bank Building.

DR. C. H. JAMESON

Physician

and Surgeon

Located in Dr. Mason's office
ESTANCIA,

NEW MEXICO

Or. A. W. ROBERTS

19IK.

Claimant names as witnesses:

a

W. A. Farmer, of Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Irving Mead, of Mcintosh,
Mao, Ua-win u frimm. of Albu
querque, New Mexico. Lola G. Grimm,
of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Keglster.
0

Citation and Notice of Suit Pending.
In the District Court of the Third Judicial District in and for Torrance
County, State of New Mexico,

Felin H. Jones, Plaintiff.
vs.
Nona May Jones, Defendant.
8b6.
No.
Civil
Estancia, N. M.
Divorce.
Let me save your stock. Calls answer' To Nona May Jones, Defendant:
day or night. Phone 35.
I ou are hereby notinea mat r enn a.
Jones, ae plaintiff, has filed a com
plaint
in the District Court of TorCo.
Torrance County Abstract
rance County, State of New Mexico, at
Estancia, county seat of said county.
A. R. POOL. Manager
Nona May Jones, defendant,
N. MEX. againBt
ESTANCIA.
for an absolute divorce on the grounds
Fifteen years experience as an Ab of abandonment and desertion by de
stracter. See us before placing your fendant; and unless you enter your appearance or file answer or other olesd- orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ings on or before the 15th day of July,
101. the complaint of plamtitt hied
D. S. KING
herein will be taken as confessed and
judgment rendered . against you by
From Tahoka, Tex.

Veterinary Surgeon

County Sarveyor
Agrimensor de Condado
Mcintosh, N. M.

default.

The name and nostoffice address of
is, W. P. Harris,
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, Mew Mex

plaintiff's attorney
ico.

Given under mv hand and seal of the
District Uourt, this 28tn day ot May,

C.J. Ambic

A. D., 1918.

(Seal)

Physician and Surgeon
practico nnil ponsiiltntion. Treating
of Eyes ami Finios ot (rtaaseR a Specialty.
Office at Drag Store
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.
Office

5.30-6-2- 0

JULIAN SALAS,
Clerk of the District Court.
By THDS. B. RAPKOCH,
Deputy.

.

Notice of Probate of Will.
In the Probate Court for the County of
Torrance, State of New .Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of Clar-

ence A. Davenport, Deceased.
No. 118.
FRED H. AVERS
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF
CLARENCE A. DAVENPORT.
Attorney and Counselor at Law
To Clarence E. Davenport, Executor,
and
to All Whom it May Concern:
Of flee hoorl 9 :30 a tn to 4 :90p m
Notice is hereby given that Monday,
the first day of July, A. D. 1918, at
NEW MEXICO
ESTANCIA.
ten o'clock in the forenoon of said day,
and the court room of said Probate
Court in and for the County of TorE. Bwlng
rance, New Mexico, at the County
Court House at Estancia, County and
DENTIST
State aforesaid, has been appointed as
ESTANCIA - NEW MEX.
time and place for probating the
the
sometimes out of town first of week, last will and testament or uiarence A.
but always in Estancia office FridayB Davenport, deceased, and as the time
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building and place for tnking up and acting
Davenupon the petition ot Clarence
port, nephew of said Clarence A.
W. DRAYTON WASSON
Davenport, deceased, for the issuance
to him of letters of administration
Attorney at Law.
upon said estate, at which time and
place all persons interested in said esWill practice in all Courts of New .Mexico tate are notified to appear and contest
the same, if they choose.
- NffW MEX.
ESTANCIA
(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS.
Clerk.
Dated May 29th, 191S, at Estancia.
New Mexico.

C

RESTAURANT

Chili and Short Orders

Yesterday between the hours
of 11:30 and 4 o'clock, all but
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof three windows in the Baptist
church were broken by rocks
Cakes and Pies
Some
thrown from the outside
J. R. WASH.
rocks as large as a man s fist
Also V on right hip, were found inside the church.
must be the work of the
ahrml- - This
Cross nn
der, XX on left hip. uncontrolled boys who have done
Kance 6 miles north such things before.
, It would
1 mile west of Lucy.
be a bad idea for parents to
not
Notify Mrs.p. S. A.
ascertain where their boys were
e
Lucy. N. M.. of any cattle with above during the time that this job was

Pigola Bread

rio-h-

brands strayed from range.

done.

Bring us your cream on Tuesday and Saturday Kemp Bros.
CAUSE

Of

HEADACHE.

NOTICE

Take Care of
Your Tires

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

'

May 14, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Alice
Rea Blackwell, divorced widow of
William Blackwell, of Peralta, N. M.,
who, on October 1. 1914, made homestead entry, No. 022001, for n'í swjsf
sw4; n b swlv sw.y nw4 se'j
tmU; aw y nw)4; w aejf nwMi nw.y
wj4 ne'j
sw'.. Section 31,
Township 6 north. Range 5 east, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenProof, to
tion to make three-yea- r
Notice for Publication.
establish claim to the land above deCounty
U. S.
Jenson,
scribed,
Court
of
of
Neal
the
before
In the District
Torrance, Third Judicial District, Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico,
8,
on
July
1918.
State of New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Jennie Mulvaney, Plaintiff,
vs.
Wm, D. Dow,
Lewis
Bachmann,
0.
Charles C. Mulvaney, Defendant.
both of Tajique, N. M. Juanito Chavez,
Torrance County, No 859, Civil.
Fernandez Chavez, both of Torreón,
To the defendant, Charles C. Mul- N. M.
vaney:
You are hereby notified that a suit FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
20
in said court is pending against you, in
which suit Jennie Mulvaney is plaintiff,
ANKLE
FOR A SPRAINED
deand you, Charles C. Mulvaney, are
As soon as possible after the injury
fendant.
The charges against you are abandon- is received get a bottle of Chamberment of plaintiff by vou and failure to lain's Liniment and follow the plain
support plaintiff according to your printed directions which accompany
adv
means, station in life and ability, and the bottle.
the general objects of the said action are
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
to obtain an absolute divorce, and for
Department of the Interior
custody of the minor children of plaintiff and defendant, and that you be re
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
quired to contribute towards their sup
May 14, 1918.
port and lor attorney s lees ana an
Notice is hereby given that Sarah A.
costs of suit, and for such other and Edmonds,
Mexico, who,
Lucy,
New
of
further relief as may seem meet and on June 12, 1911, made homestead enproper to the court.
of
No.
Section 2,
0153S9,
for'sw
try.
The name of the plaintiff's attorney
Township 6 north,
sej.11 SectionN. 30.
and his postoffice and business address and
M. P. Meridian, has
Range
east,
Estancia, New filed notice of intention to make final
is Fred H. Ayers,
Mexico.
year Proof, to establish claim to
enter five land
said
vou
defendant
the
Unless
above described, before Neal
the
your appearance in said cause on or Jenson,
U. S. Commissioner, at Estanbefore the 22nd day ot june, A. u. cia, New Mexico, on July 11, 1918.
1018, judgment will be rendered in said
Claimant names as witnesses:
cause against you by default.
M. A. Malonev. Charlie Miller. E. A
Witness the Honors Die JMiwara u.
J. A. Robertson, all of
Medler. Judge of the District Court of Mattingly,
the Third Judicial District of the State Lucy, New Mexico
of New Mexico, and for the County of FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Torrance, and, the seal of said court 5.23 6 20
tnis tne sutn day ot April, a. d.
JULIAN SALAS,
(SISAL)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
jierK.
Department of the Interior,
By T. B. RAPKOCH,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Deputy.
5
May 14, 1918.
ENJOY
DO YOU
IKE?
Notice is hereby given that Roberta
A man in good physical condition is Perea de L.ucero, ot lajique, mew
almost cert&in to enjoy life while the Mexico, wbo, on July 16, 1912, and
bilious and dvsDeotic are despondent. Mav 17. 1916. made homestead entries.
do not enjoy their meals and feel mis Nos. 016722 and 026599, for (Lots 3 and
xnis 7) Section St., ownship 7 north, Kange
erable a good snare oi tne time
ill feeiing is nearly always unnecessaiy. 5 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
of intention to make final five year
A few doses of Chamberlain's Tablets
to tone uo the stomach, improve the Proof, to establish claim to the land
digestion and regulate the bowels is all above described, before Neal Jenson,
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New
adv
that ia needed. Try it.
Mexico, on July 11, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior,
Alfredo Chavez,
Lorenzo Barela.
United States Land Office,
Prudencio Zamora, Filomeno Lucero,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
all of Tajique, New Mexico
April 22, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that the State FRANCISCO DELGADO. Register.
of New Mexico, under the provisions
0
of the Acts of Congress ot June .31,
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to all
189s, and June 20, 1910, and Acts sup
plementary and amendatory thereto, parties interested that the State of
has made annlication for the following New Mexico has applied tor tne surdescribed unappropriated public lands vey of the following lands:
Sections 19 and 20. T. 7 N., R. 12 East;
as indemnity school lands:
List No. 7859, 031861, E4 Sec. 26, also, the exclusive right of selection by
the State for sixty ilays, as provided
Twp. 7 N., R. 11 E., N. M. P. M.
The purpose of this notice is to allow by the act of Congress, approved Augall persons claimmg the land adversely, ust lKth, 1894, (28 Stats., 394), and
or desiring to show it to be mineral in after the expiration of such a period of
character, an opportunity to file ob- sixty days any land mat may remain
jections to such location or selection unselected by the State and not otherwith the Register and Receiver of the wise appropriated according to law
United States Land Office, at Santa shall be subject to disposal under genFe, New Mexico, and to establish their eral laws as other public lands. This
interest therein, or the mineral char- notice does not affect any adverse appropriation by settlement or otherwise,
acter thereof,
may be found
under rights that
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
6 13
Register, U. S. Land Office. to exist of prior inception.
Dated at Santa Fe this 29th day of
April, 1918.
$100 Reward, $100
W. E. LINDSEY,
The readers of this paper will be (SIGNEU)
6
Governor of New Mexico
v
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
Department of the Interior,
been able to cure In ail its stages and
United States Land Office.
that is catarrh. Catarrh being: greatly
by constitutional
influenced
conditions
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
April 30. 1918.
Catarrh Medicine is taken internally and
is
hereby given that the State
Notice
acts thru the Blood on the Mucous Surof
under
Mexico,
New
the provisions
destroying1
thereby
System
the
faces of
the foundation of the disease, giving the of the Act of Congress of June 21,
patient strength by building up the con1898, and June 20, 1910, and Acts supstitution ahd assisting nature in doing its plementary and amendatory thereto,
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in the curative powers of Hall's has made application for the following
Catarrh Medicine that they offer One described unappropriated public lands,
Hundred Dollars for any case that it falls as indemnity school lands:
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
List No. 8283, 035767, NVVW NEy,
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo.
Ohio. Sold by all Druggist, 75c.
SW'4 NEy, NF.i4 NWJi, SKH NWU,
Sec. 16, Twp. 7 N., R. 10 E , N. M.
P. M.
The purpose of this notice is to allow all persons claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity to
file objections to such location or selection with the Register and Receiver of
the Unittd States Land Office, at
Santa Fe, New .Mexico, and to establish their interest therein, or mineral
By knowing the cause, a disease may
often be avoided. This is particularly
The most common
true of headache.
cause of headache is a disordered stomach or constipation, which may be corrected by taking a few doses of Chamberlain's Tablets. Try it. Many others have obtained permanent relief by
taking these Tablets. They ace easy
to take and mild and gentle in effect.

w;

Í

America's greatest need is for ships-m- ore
ships.
Every available vessel is being utilized
in government service.
Many ships that have been carrying rubber from
Sumatra and Brazil have been taken for active
transport duty. The number now left to bring
rubber to this country is extremely limited.
This will necessarily force a temporary curtailment of tire production.
So, make the most of the tires you have.

J

Use good tires.

Take good care of them. Keep them in perfect
repair. See that they are properly inflated.
Increase their mileige by careful driving. Keep
out of car tracks and away from
'Vsco Tread
bumps. Don't scrape the curb
or apply brakes too suddenly.
Gét every mile your tires
have in them.
Only in that way can you be
assured of your car's continuous service and remember,
your tire is a vital war-tim-e
necessity.
So again,
take care of your tires.

'

iio

For your next job

At Estancia Springs
BY

FARMERS

A!

STOGKMENS

EQUITY EXCHANGE

Everybody is invited to come and spend the day and hear some good speaking.
Hon. McNabb of Las Cruces, on staff of State Agricultural College, will speak on
RALPH C ELY, State Food Administrator, of Albuquerque will speak on
servation of Food and
REV. WALTZ will speak on Red Cross work
REV. GRANT will speak on Patriotism.
There will also be other prominent speakers.
Come and bring a full basket

Bring Some

ne With You

Con-

mil-

-

call

DENNIS W. TOTH
Painter, Paperhanger, Auto Painter,
Sirmwrif or

ESTANCIA. N. MEX.
(Opposite Pastime Theatre)

Paints anything that is done with a brush. Guaranteed paints and
stains mixed to your order.

Wallpapers, Picture Framing.
During working hours the place is very seldom open. If in need of
my services, please drop a postcard. Ask me how you can save fifty
per cent, on your painting job by a new process.

PIC NIC

To be Given Saturday, June 1,

111-

United States Tires
arc Good Tires

Notice

character thereof.

FRANCISCO DELGADO.
Register, U. S. Land Office.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
April II, 1918,
Notice is hereby given that the State
of New Mexico, under the provisions
of the Act of Congress of June 21,
1898, and June üü, 191U, and the Acts,
Bupfjicuiciiiary biiu miiciiumury lucre
s
made application for the following described unappropriated public
lands as indemnity scncoi lands.
List 8270, 0355H8, Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
NE,y SW-4- , NWI4 SEM, NE-4- - SE-4- ,
NWI4, Sec. 9, T. 5 N.,
Sec 31, SE-R HE.. N. M. P. M.
List 8255, 035596, Lot 1 SE'4 NE4',
NE-SE'4. Sec- - 3. NWy SW4. Sec.
2, T. 7 N., R. 10 K , N M. P. M
The purpose of this notice is to allow
all persons claiming the land adversely,
or desiring to show it to be mineral in
character, an opportunity to file objections to such location or selection
with the register and receiver of the
United States Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, and to establish their interest therein, or the mineral character
thereof.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register. U. S Land Office
5

If you want good furniture at the right price, see

The Valley Furniture Co.
Will be pleased to show you,
And always welcome

ESTANCIA, N. M.

Juan (2. Jaramillo
Dealer in General Merchandise
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS
Have Gasoline Oil Plant and am able to sell Gas at the stand-darretail price. You can fill here at any time. Feed Corn
Alfalfa, Seed Wheat, Groceries, Dry Goods and Shoes. Silk
.
Fringe shawls, up to $37.50.

d

Raymond T. Sanchez

PHONE NO. 15.

General Merchandise
Wasron Yard
All Kinds of Feed

Land for Sale

chiiii.N.M.

1

May
Torro
fin. N.
wwm-mit.v
T

&iiñHH5ffiHBSH5iffiM33
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LOCAL ITEMS

Mrs. W. C. Dickey, whose
FOR ASSESSOR
home was east of Mcintosh, died AWAY OVM THE TOP
In another column will be
Albuquerque
One 15 barrel galvanized tank last Saturday in an
the announcement of D.
The Dickeys came
hospital.
In Ihfi matter nf tho Red fVnsn found
for Bale. Mrs. Olive.
D.
Smith, who is asking for the
about three months ago drive, the following figures will
here
Milk cowa for sale, also yearnomination for counElectra, Texas.
ten me amount subscribed Dy Democratic
ling Jersey bull. Proctor Bros., from
ty assessor.
The tent being used by the each town in order as they went
Moriarty,
Mr.
Smith is a lifelong workFinney evangelistic meetings has over the top:
ing Democrat, and served four
For sale, Chevrolet auto, 1936 been taken down on account of Encino
$ 220.00 years as county assessor
in
model in A-- l condition. Apply the winds and the meetings Mcintosh
131.01
having been elected on
at this office.
the
to
Willard
a?1 10 Illinois,
have been transferred
Rethe Democratic ticket in a
For sale or trade, Oakland fs Baptist church, where they con- Torrance
45.00 publican county,
and his work
good order. Will take bean land, tinue with great interest.
Moriarty
214.50 the first term brought him a re
or cattle. Matt Freilinger.
93.25 election.
The Estancia school board has Lucy
The assessment laws
Dr. Amble was over from re elected
691.75
all of the present Estancia
' 1,032.16 of Illinois were changed during
Mountainair to see the soldier teachers who applied D. E, MOUNTAINAIR
incumbency,
his
and he was the
99.50 only assessor in his congressional
boys off for training camp.
Erickston,
Richard Crawford, Progresso
145 no
H. G. Ramby and wife were Mrs. Parrett, Mrs. urimmell, Palma
district who sent in a set of
61 50
down from Mcintosh last Sun- Mrs. Block, Miss Riley. Mrs. Tajique
books after the change that were
86.20 approved without
day attending church services.
Rousseau is a new teacher for finos Wells
correction.
nn
Duran
5nn
Miss Berger
Mr. binith is an old settler in
Do you want a farm loan? Do Estancia elected.
Cedarvale
201.05
apply.
not
did
Head
Miss
and
valley,
you need your money now? Call
having
the
the
121.60 hardships of pioneer endured
leaves one vacancy, and it Torreón
life, and his
at Farmers and Stockmens Bank, This
73.90 nomination by
likely that an additional teach- Manzano
is
the Democrats of
For Sale, yearling and two er will be required, in which case Varney
79.75 the county would
be a graceful
year-olHereford' Bulls. The there will be two to elect.
recognition
of his merits.
1 its worth Company, Capitán, N.
Grand total
$3,917.75
Oklaho
Newkirk,
Spore
S.
of
If nominated he will be a eood
M.
Our quota was $2,000.00.
has been h"re the past
is to be noted Mountainair worker for the success of the
I have for sale 36 head of reg- ma,
week with R. B. Dunlavy, pro- R It
the hannpr t.nwn wiiVi tho avcr- - ticket.
istered and grade Whiteface fessor of geology and chemistry
subscription.
est
bulls, ages 1 year to 3. A.J. in
J. P. PORTER
college
at
Winfield
the
Green.
week we hope to be able
Kansas, and G. R. Walton, to Next
Cattle
and
Salesman
Farm
publish
complete
a
account of
Jas. McBride has moved to the a geologist, making a survey of
Sale
Will do work
San Pedro country, where he the county with a view of de the drive as all returns will be in any Auctioneer.
place.
Terms reasonable.
and Clay Keen have a pasture termining the probabilities for by that time. Campaign Work- Also agent for
Dr. Franklin's
ers.
and a bunch of cattle.
So
gas.
oil
water,
or
artesian
Kansas vaccine.
Will sell you
The weather continues cool, far the gentlemen have not inAnother Abstract Notice.
the mpHipinp. ant arlminiatot itwith some cloudiness and con- dicated what their impressions
Account of Deing plumb full of for the price you would pay for
siderable wind, but no
are along these lines.
It is claimed that
business and unable to get com- tne medicine.
was a freeze Sunday
The boys going to training petent help, Roberson Abstract one rin.qp will immnnivo fnr lifo
night.
camp last week did not get off Company, incorporated, will for Will be administered according
Sergeant J. K. Ware of Ken- until Monday this week. There the present discontinue making
to latest and best methods.
tucky, one of the U. S. flyers was a big crowd at the depot to abstracts of title to property tinow in France is a nephew of W. see them off and there was tle to which antedates the deFrom tho Independent.
T. Ware, formerly of this county speechmaking and waving of struction of the records by fire.
On Sunday afternoon the an
flags and some tearful goodbyes
how of Albuqerque.
Ralph G. Roberson, Secretary.
gel of death visited the family of
M. E. Ladies' Aid met with Fred H. Ayers, W. D. Wasson,
Kir. and Mrs. Gibbs, taking theft- M. E. CHURCH
Mrs. Roberts. Twelve members Rev. Waltz and others gave
sixteen months old child, after a
answered to roll call. Mrs. Gar-ne- words of cheer to the boys in
Sunday school at 10 A. M., F, time ot intense suffering from a
The Aid short speeches, and the Red
was a visitor.
complication of diseases.
When
spent the afternoon sewing for Cross gave a large box of fruits H. Ayers, Supt.
Preaching services at 11 A. M. the clnid became seriously ill,
the hostess. Next meeting will and dainties, Mr- Kemp a box of
imThe
the parents brought it to town,
be with Mrs. Coombs on June 13. candy and little Miss Maxwell a Subject, "Memorial."
cause of the Civil War, securing rooms with Mrs. Mary
The Mountain Division of the flag to cheer the boys on the road. mediate
Spanish War and the pres- Miller, that the bet medical atRed Cross has sent out an emer- It was probably just ,the right the
tention c:u!d be given. Funeral
gency call for 15,000 comfort kind of a parting, as one more entAtwar.
8:30 P. M. Children's Day services were conducted on Monkits, and the local chapter has formal would have seemed less will be observed.
day morning by Rev. Mr. Phipps,
received a call to furnish their of the heart.
Everybody will reieive a cor- pastor of the local Baptist church,
We will take all your cream.
Therefore all workers
share.
a largo number of friends accomdial welcome.
are urgently wanted at the work- Bring it in Tuesday and Satur
panying the remains of the little
W. J. Waltz, Pastor.
room next Monday afternoon at day. Kemp Bros.
one to its last resting place. The
Bear in mind, this is not Theo. Barnhart is reported on the
2:30.
Mrs. W. J. Waltz has gone on tamily hai the sincere sympathy
the regular monthly allotment, sick list.
of all in their bereavement.
but an emergency call.
Mrs. Hawkins returned last week a visit to Indiana and Minnesota.
A younii soldier took uo his
sojourn in ArgenOn June 22 will come to the from her winter's says
daughter
and
Mrs. Rousseau
his abode at the home of Mr. and
tine, Kansas. She
it was a cold
visiting
Pastime Theatre the .greatest winter
Jacqueline
relatives Mrs. J. R. Greene yesterday
are
there, and lots of wet this
photoplay ever staged by that spring. Her daughter had a severe in El Paso.
morning.
greatest of actresses, Sara Bern- sick spell and a time in hospital while
W. G. Connor
and family
C. E. Ewing returned last
hardt.
Further announcement she was there.
week from his Indiana trip. His planned to start yesterday morn
later.
8, Kitti'e Gordon mother died soon after he ing for Granby, Missouri, for a
Fashioned n
Juna 11, ''An Old
They will make the trip
Adven reached there.
"Beloved
visit.
yomiQ Man,"
bu
in their Dodge car recently
The Woman's Council of Defense will hold their meeting in
T. N. Hollon returned last
County Agent Strong's office Thursday
afternoon from a trip
Saturday, June 1.
to Arkansas, arriving just in
The Herzstein Seed Co. and time to attend the high school
Jenson & Pace are busy this commencement
exercises, his
week getting out the remainder daughter, Miss Lois, being one

In Windy Weather
You need face creams, lotions and toilet
powders. We carry a large stock of the
very best that's made.

.

Estancia Drug Company

Specials in
Tennis Shoes

Win-fiel-

.

AT

Romero's Store

rain-Ther-

MOUNTAINAIR

ON'T FORGET, we have
a full line of Groceries.
Also new Dress Goods. Come
in and get prices before you
buy.

D

tt

KEMP BROS.

June
the
turess.

CERIES

Are sold on the closest possible margin
at this store. If there's a decline, customers get the benefit. If you're not a
customer of this store, give us a trial. r

A. T. COCHRAN
iarPhone orders given prompt attention

of the beans.

Both are making of the graduates.

F. Martin, C. M.
and E. U. Brown are delegates to attend the state meeting of bean growers to be held
in Albuquerque June 10th.
Miss Iva Short, who has been
in Fort Worth, Texas, for some
time studying painting, has returned to her home south of Estancia.
The Epworth League play last
night was attended by a bjg
running
crowd, the receipts
The performance
above $50.
was very fine, everyone in the
cast doing excellent work, and
the audience was greatly pleased.
The Women of New Mexico, it
appears from the latest report
from Dallas, Texas, made a better showing in the recent Liberty
Loan drive than the women of
any other state in the district
They sold $1,274,450 worth of
Mil-bou-

'

.

Auction S ale!
In. order to reduce my large stock
of second hand cars on hand, I will
sell at auction to the highest bidder, on

Sat, June 1st
1

C. C. 1918 Model Overland, good as new
1916 Model Maxwell
1916 Model Grant Six
1916 Model Overland Roadster
Buick Truck
1

1
1

These cars are in first class shape
and are excellent values, and no doubt
Don't forwill go at bargain prices.
get the date. Come atd buy yourself a car at

HALF PRICE
W. R. MEADOR.

bonds.
Miss Anna May Berkshire en
tertained nine of her friends Sat
urday, in honor of her birthday
at the home of her sister, Mrs.
A. T. Cochran.
Refreshments
of cake, ice cream and candy
were served and the afternoon
was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Short, living
south of town, and J. B. r ich
lio mM
retlienoly peoplo in far reported
the ttitruiquake laesuay morulas ami recognized it.
ABOUT

CAR
cqtampi
auto nn
i mtum rtuiu uui
lu
and

RHEUMATISM.

Rheumatism causes more pain and
suffering than any other disease, for
the reason tnat u is the most common
of all ills, and it is certainly gratifying
to sufferers to know that there is a
remedy that will afford relief, and
make rest and sleep possible.
It is
adv
called Chamberlain's Liniment,

ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28
I. O. O. F.
Meets every Wednesday night over
All
farmers ana t kick mens Bank.
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend.
C W. Archer, Sec N. D. Strong, N. G.

'

Glenn Chappell plead guilty on
Tuesday morning before the lo- Agents for Torrance County.
Repairs
Parts, Supplies
cal justice of the peace to charges of carrying a deadly weapon,
and using protane language. In
each case he was given the
minimum fine with costs, in the
IN N. MEX.
first case the fine being 50.00
TO
JOIN
THE
and in the second $5.00. ,
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Jim Payne was in Estancia
Monday where he appeared beWe will appreciate your business and offer you every facility
fore the district court regarding
of a safe, sound and substantial bank. ,
erroneous assessment of taxes.
1
MOUNTAINAIR,
He secured the relief prayed for.
M unainair
n. m.
ate Dank,
Mm. C. L. Burt and children,
reJohn,
Jean
and
Miss
Master
Member Federal Reserve
turned from Cicero, Indiana,
some
they
been
have
for
where
Mrs. Burt is improved
months.
in health, of which her numeri,
ous friends are glad.
C.
filed
on
Davis
a hall
Lewis
Confidence the Result of Strength
section of land in 24, 2, 8, this
morninp, having secured the reThe utrenfftb of this bank is the direct result of its oiiicieut management,
linquishment of W. L. Riddle
ampin
and capital. Tho confidence of tho people ih the result of
the strength and unquestioned safe y which the bank assures its depositors
Davis will go to Sothereto.
Ev r since its establishment the bank han gradually Rrowa in
and patrons
corro tomorrow, where he will
strength and also ia the esteem of tho people. We invite the accounts of all
join the boys who will leave Satwho appreciate safety for their money and eareFal, efficient service.
urday for Camp Cody.
A Strong Bank with no side lines.
Straight Banking.
and
Mrs. Marv L. Corbett.
resources
large
at our command.
financial
Experienced
and
mauaenient
will
leave
Gladys,
daughter. Miss
this afternoon for Los Angeles
Surplus $25,000.00
Capital
and
and Long Beacl. California,
We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
where they will spend the sumaccomwill
mer. Mrs J. E Veal
Torrance County Savings Bank
pany them pji't of the way
Paso,
spending some time at El
The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
Texas nnd Arizona points, later
Willard. New Mexico
joining them on the coast.
and
Lester
Fred C. Daniel
PhUlip, of Santo, Palo Pinto
prosbeen
Texas,
have
county,
pecting here the past week.
They made homestead entries in
township two north of range
nine east. Mr. Daniel securing
land in sections 21 and 22, and
Mr. Phillip in sections 28 and 29. n
ft Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Ufe, Accident and Health Insurance,
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
fl
Agent for
y
ledged. Residences and

FIRST STATE BANK
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Neal

U. S.

Jenson

3

Commissioner

Chas, Sawey

CONTINENTAL OILS

aND Gas

Farms for Rent.
IJ

Estancia, New Mexico
a O 35535
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ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF

FOREIGN

Prospecta for the coming harvest in
France are better than any year since
18S8.

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
C0NDEN8ED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
ACHIEVE.
SAYINGS, DOINGS,
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

,

The conscription question in Ireland may be settled by tbe formation
'
of an Irish army.
It is reported at Valparaiso, Chile,
that there was loss of life in the
earthquake at La Serena.
Tha military agreement between
Japan and China has caused Increased
attention to be given tbe question of
Intervention In Siberia.
The address delivered by a French
general at the grave of Major
tbe American ace, who was
brought down on the Tout sector by a
German airman, was an unusual tribute from one soldier to another.
Zurich. The Zurlcher Zeltung says
the German military authorities have
Luf-ber-

demanded of Poland to supply Ger
many with 100,000 head of cattle, and
ABOUT THE WAR
30,000 pigs.The amount demanded
diplomatic
reUr
Mexico has levered
represents one-fiftof Poland's livetiosi with Cuba.
stock.
bound
Inniscarra,
Cork
steamer
The
Under the white guard and German
from Fisnguard to Cork, bai been tor- regime In Finland 1,752 persons were
mempedoed and sunk. Thirty-seveexecuted up to May 1, according to a
ber! of tbe crew were missing.
Finnish socialist who escaped to SweFlfty-alAmerican troops on the den and whose Interview
with the
British steamship Moldavia have been Folkets Dagblad is transmitted from
unaccounted
for. Baya an official Copenhagen.
statement by the British admiralty.
The Prince of Wales arrived in
The declaration of war by Costa Rome May 24 from the Italian front to
brings
powers
the
Rica on the Central
participate In the patriotic celebration
of nations aligned of Italy's entrance Into the war. He
total number
against Germany up to a total of twenty-o- was given a magnificent welcome by
ne.
thousands of school boys, who cheered
The fortress of Metí, in Lorraine, and waved flags.
and the city of Coblens, on the Rhine,
statement
The admiralty official
have been bombed by BrltlBh aviators.
gives the losses to British, allied and
Thlonvllle, Namur and Carlerol also
tonnage
due to eneneutral merchant
were attacked.
my action and marine risk in April
Lively fighting continues in the as follows:
British, 220,709 tons; almountains of northern Italy with the lied and neutral, 84,393; total, 305,102.
Italian and British troops on the of- Clearances in and out of ports, 7,040,-30fensive. Along the' Plave the artilgross tons.
lery firing has increased.
"For the Germans, as well as tor us,
Martial law has been proclaimed In
the next few weeks will be a race be-- i
Bohemia, and In consequence of "poptween Hlndenburg and President Wilmany
persons
have
ular excesses"
son," said Mr. Lloyd George in an adbeen imprisoned, says a dispatch to
at Edinburgh.
"The Germans
the London Dally Mall from Berne, dress
are straining every muBcle to reach
quoting the Slovenski Parod.
goal first, on the eve of American
An enemy destroyer has been sunk the becoming
help
available for the alIn the neighborhood of Zeebrugge by
a direct hit from an aeroplane. The lies."
One million of the 3,100,000 Russian
mole and seaplane base at Zeebrugge
prisoners held In Germany and
also were badly damaged by bombs war
Austria-Hungarare total Invalwhich British naval aviators dropped.
In Germany
there are
More than 2,700,000 wounded and ids.
1,200,-00and In Austria
sick men have been returned to the
are tuberInvalids
tbe
Half
of
fighting front and 692,000 soldiers
have been discharged from the Ger- cular, most of them In the last stages
man army as unfit for further serv- of that plague. Many of the remainice, according to a report of the state- der are suffering from other serious
contagious diseases.
by Surgeon
ment in the Reichstag
The American dead, sleeping in the
General Schulie as contained in the
Berliner Tageblatt of April 24, a ccpy soil of France, will receive the homage
of which has been received in New of the American army on Memorial
day. Many of those who have given
York.
A London
official statement on their lives for their country a-- o buraerial operations says: "Since the led in graves over which shells and
beginning of the German offensive, bullets are flying close to where they
two months ago, 1,000 German aero- fell. But wherever they are resting,
planes have been brought down or their comrades will bear them in mind
driven out of control, and more than and pay tribute to their memory.
1,000 tons of bombs have been dropped
SPORT
over the enemy's Unes. During the
Twilight baseball was given a trial
night of May 20 aerodromes In the
Association, beginneighborhood of Ghent, Tournal and In the American
ning at Minneapolis, President Hick-e8t. Quentln used by the enemy's night
announced. The game was started
bombing machines were heavily attacked. Thirteen tons of bombs were at 6:45 o'clock.
The first game of professional basedropped on these and four and a balf
ball ever played In Boston on Sunday
tons were dropped on the railway
tion at Thlonvllle, Metí and Coblenz." was held In Fenway park between the
Chicago American champions and the
WESTERN
Boston Red Sox.
Miss Anne Martin, candidate for a
Tommy Gibbons, mHdleweight boxnomination to the United States Senate from Nevada, has resigned as er, announced at St. Paul, Minn., that
he has accepted an offer from the dichairman of the National Woman's
party in order to devote herself to her rector general of army recreation and
Is awaiting assignment as a boxing Incampaign.
structor.
The lower house of the Arizona
GENERAL
Legislature passed the Joint resolution
Secretary of War Baker announced
ratifying the prohibition amendment
to the constitution by a vote of 29 to In an address in New York May 24, in
3, Speaker Johns and Representatives celebration of Italy day, that American
Foster and McCormlck voting In the Infantry, machine gun units and artilnegative.
The resolution passed the lery would soon be fighting shoulder
making
Senate unanimously,
the to shoulder with the Italians on their
front.
twelfth state to act favorably.
The condition of Charles W.. FairHoward H. DeWeese, who was shot
at Salt Lake City, Utah, for the mur- banks, who Is 111 at his home In InInd., was considered more
dianapolis,
der of his wife, Fanny Fisher Desatisfactory May 23 by the attending
Weese, left a grim legacy for his physicians.
wife's former husband.
It is a silk
American troops are now taking "a
handkerchief and the bullets which
magnificent part In the great battle on
passed through the heart of DeWeese
the western front," Prince Arthur of
first passed through the bit of silk, Connaught declared upon his arrival
which he had pinned over his chest.
at an Atlantic port en route to Japan.
WASHINGTON
Shadow Lawn, former summer home
From Teheren, Persia, where the of President Wilson at Sea Girt, N. J.
people are starving, stricken with ty- has been sold for nearly $1,000,000 to
phus and typhoid, a cablegram asking Hubert T. Parson, treasurer and genfor aid has come to Secretary Lan- eral manager of the F. W. Woolworth
sing.
company. It was learned in New York.
Ger"The storm of Mackensen,"
Sinking of the British armed mermany's third and perhaps final great
chant cruiser Moldavia, with a probaon
western
drive
the
front, will be
ble loss of fifty-siAmerican soldiers,
was announced in a cablegram from launched about June 1, according to
prediction
A. Bridges,
of
W.
Gen.
the
the British admiralty to the War De- chief of tbe British military
mission
partment.
at Washington.
The Senate military committee
More than 1,000,000 articles made by
unanimously went on record in favor the Red Cross in Colorado,
Utah, New
large
expansion
of
of the American
Mexico and Wyoming, were shipped
army. It ordered a favorable report direct to France for General Pershon a resolution by 8enator Reed of ing's boys from the Mountain division
Missouri declaring for an Increase of warehouse in Denver a few days ago.
3,000,000 men.
The goods filled six cars.
Another move toward full utilisaKnud Rasmussen, the Danish explortion of the country's manpower was er, according to a London Exchange
made when Secretary Baker sent to Telegraph dispatch from Copenhagen,
Congress the draft of a bill proposing
has reached Longs Firth with his Arcto raise the maximum age for voluntic expedition, and has charted ail tbe
tary enlistment in the army from 40 firths of northern Greenland.
Importto 65 years. All men more than 40 so ant scientific results, the explorer
enlisted would be assigned to noncom-batan- t says, have been attained. Rasmussen
service.
and his second Tbule expedition left
Native Americans were called upon Denmark In April, 1916.
by President Wilson to join with the
Tbe Rev. Antoinette Brown Black-well- ,
foreign-borof the United States In
America's first woman preacher,
celebrating on tbe Fourth of July this who Tas ordained more than fifty
year tbe birth of a new and greater years ago, celebrated her ninety-thir- d
spirit of democracy.
birthday at Elizabeth, N. J.
Weetertt Newepeper UeJoa Newe Servle.
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$358,502,025.

There is a considerable demand for
houses In Kingston, every little shack
being taken, but owing to the high
cost of materials no new building has
been attempted.
The eBtate of Mrs. Lulu L, Catron,
the late wife of John W. Catron, son
of former Senator Thomas B. Catron
of Santa Fé, has been appraised at
$505,000 and the inheritance tax fixed
at $18,000 In California.
Charged with encouraging Anastacio
Romero of CJovis to evade tbe draft,
Frank C. Blumleln, former captain in
the New Mexican National Guard, was
found guilty in the Federal Court at
Santa Fé of violating the espionage
act on two counts.
An Albuquerque dispatch states that
the church at the pueblo of Sandia,
built by Spanish padres, was looted
and two silver chalices ot Spanish
workmanship were taken. The chalices were brought to Sandia 300 yean
ago by Franciscan fathers.
Grant county of all of New Mexico's
28 counties beads the list on assessed
value for 1917 with over $40,000,000
which Is over four times that of Santa
Fe county. Grant county also appears
as the richest county in the output ol
nines, which is nearly $14,000,000.
Samuel L. Hilliard of Kansas City,
Mo., a traveling man, was Instartly
killed in Tijeras canon, eighteen miles
east of Albuquerque In the Sandia
mountains, when tha autnmotlle In
which he was riding rolled duwn a
seven-foo- t
embankment, plnnirg Hilliard underneath, breaking his neck.

Sausage
A Favorite Dish Everywhere

4

Octobers-Annu-

Vienna

CARRANZA'S GRIEVANCE DUE TO
SEIZURE OF HIS MINISTER'S
PAPERS IN HAVANA.

events.

Cowboys' Reunion at Las
meeting New Mexico
Public Health Association.
Clayton Is to have a large troop of
Boy Scouts.
Socorro will build a new hotel that
will cost $50,000.
Thirty-thre- e
prisoners are at work
cn Santa Fé streets.
Seven buildings at Bmxy were des
troyed by fire.
The population of Deming Jias dou
bled the past year.
A big deposit of potash has been
found In Quay county.
Large sums from every community
swelled the Red Cross fund.
Grant county Is to spend $57,000 and
Socorro county $183,550 on roads.
Wm. E. Thwalts, a Grant county
cattleman, died in a hospital at Silver
City.
A big "round up" will be held In
Magdalena some time the first part
of August.
A Santa Fé saloonman has filed an
action to enjoin the 6 o'clock closing
of saloons.
Misses Bertha Thomas and Alice
Morris of House captured an American eagle.
daughter of J. B. Mar
The
row, ot DawBon, banged herself In a
trapeze swing.
Over 8,000 bead of cattle have been
shipped from Otero county during the
past two months.
Venus Is the first town to receive
authority from the governor to organise a home guard.
Fire, said to have originated from a
carelessly dropped cigarette, did $50,-00- 0
damage at Watrous.
Juan I. Trujillo, of Logan, Is the first
boy from Union county to be wounded
severely In battle In France.
Two more prisoners Manuel Alvares and Ernest Copley have escaped
from the Deming road camp.
food department
The government
wants all of the 1917 crop of pinto
by
beans marketed
June 1.
A million-dolla- r
sale of timber lands
In McKlnley and
Valencia counties
will be held at Los Lunas, Aug. 6.
E. W. Brown was burned to a crisp
when' lightning struck him and set his
auto on fire, when near bis ranch at
Carrlzozo.
The second mysterious fire in three
days at Camp Cody did about $300
damage at the 109th field signal bat'
talion exchange.
In
The Colorado to Gulf highway
Union county will be graded nd put
shape for the tourists
in first-clas- s
during the summer.
Otero county Is to have one ot the
largest fruit crops In history this season, and steps are being taken to get
this fruit on the market.
Fort Bayard, near Silver City, will
toon have a new $73,000 hospital,
which will be a Red Cross military
sanatorium for tuberculosis patients.
The second largest fire In the history of Roswell occurred when the entire stock and buildings of the Roswell Lumber Company and two residences adjoining were wiped out by
fire.
Mrs. C. E. Delano, who lives north
of Clovls, was held under a $5,000
bond for remarks alleged to be derogatory to the Red Cross, and because
she claimed to be a friend of the
Kaiser.
The increase in value of property
subject to taxation In New Mexico
has been over $28,000,000 In 1917 over
1916. The total valuation for 1917 is
July

BREAK OVER CUBA

NEW HUN CRUISER SUNK
ALLIE8 READY FOR BIG THRUST
AS FLYERS CONTINUE TO
CONTROL AIR.
Western Newepeper Union Newe Service.

Washington,

May 27.

In, Mexico'!

Prepared from dainty bits of

choice, selected meat, skillfully
seasoned and cooked by Libby's
own expert chefs these sausages
have that delicacy of flavor, yet
spicy zest that makes them favor
tes everywhere.
Order Libby's Vienna Sausage
today. You, too, will find it a
savory, satisfying dish and so
easy to prepare!
ex

.tue

m

m. z.yr,

,
sudden breaking off of diplomatic relations with Cuba Is seen an Indirect
action against the United States
Those here most familiar with LatinAmerican affairs profess to see in it
the forerunner of most direct action,
possibly an interruption of intercourse
between the United States and Mex
ico. Although without official Information ot a detailed character. It Is
Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago
understood Lore that Méxlco's real
recent
grievance against Cuba Is tbo
incident in which the Mexican minis
ter to Argentina, Señor Ysidro Fabela,
Not Experienced.
Quick Action.
was delayed In Havana while some
"Our hostess Is a war bride."
Jack (gnlluntly) Betty, dear, anyofficial, ostensibly a Cuban customs thing tlint you say goes.
"I knew It as soon as I tasted hex
war bread."
inspector, searched bis baggage and
Betty (quickly)
Jack!
probably removed some papers, said
to be of an international character.
This incident is believed here to be
the real cause of the break, and those
who entertain this bellot are firm In
the conviction tin t Mexico was convinced that tbe United States was responsible for the incident.
When Señor Fabela's luggage was
searched it was maintained by some
that the person who did It was not a
Cuban official at all, but some other
agent In the disguise of a Cuban In
spector or gendarme. Later, however.
it seemed to have been satisfactorily
established that the man really was a

.;;í;.;;;;:;;:.li;;;;;i;;;:;;;.::.;

Cuban Inspector.
A break between Cuba and Mexico,
It is felt, disrupts practically nothing
friendly relation.
but a

Only About Half
the Steer is Beef

London, May 27. A German sub
marine ot the cruiser type was sunk
May 11 in the latitude of Cape St. Vincent by a British Atlantic escort submarine. The admiralty official an
nouncement says: "One ot our Atlantic escort submarines returning to its
base, reports that on May 11 in the
latitude of Cape St. Vincent, while
proceeding to meet a convoy, she
sighted and sank a German subma
rine of the scout cruiser type. A
heavy sea was running at tbe time.
There were no survivors."
No signs are observable, according
to correspondents at the front, of the
enemy's Intentions as to the time and
place of the delivery of bis expected
stroke. The military activity, indeed,
Beems less marked than for some days
past, while the aviators have been
obliged to let down in their intense
labors by the advent of less favorable
weather. It seems not Improbable,
however, that the magnificent work
of the allied airmen has had much to
do with the slowness of the enemy In
putting hia offensive machine in
working order again. They have es
tablished themselves as masters of the
situation to such an extent that the
Germans have been forced for the
most part to keep well back of their
own Unes.
The allied aviators, on the other
band, have been able to carry out
photographic observations and bombing work on a large scale for long
.distances in the enemy's rear terri
tory..
In the aerial activity the American
airmen are taking an Increasing part,
and it now develops that in the Toul
sector held by the American army an
exclusively American pursuit squadron
la operating with marked success.
The Rotterdam Maasbode reports
that an entente allied air raid has
The
been carried out over Liege.
Longdoz railway station was depersons were
stroyed and twenty-si- x
killed.
Increased activity was developed
Saturday night by the German artillery in sectors east and northeast ot
Amiens, as well as on the westerly
side of Lys salient In Flanders, the
war office reported. British raiding
parties took numerous prisoners and
several machine guns in raids.

Hlndenburg's Condition Is Critical.
Geneva, Switzerland,

May 27.

Field

Marshal von Hlndenburg, chief ot the
German staff. Is in a hospital at
Strassburg suffering from typhoid fe
ver, according to reports from that
city. Tbese advices state that the report of Von Hlndenburg's death is incorrect, but that bis condition is
Rail Wage Raises Announced.
Washington.
General pay increases
for nearly 2,000,000 railroad employés
were announced by Director General
Saturday, June 1,
McAdoo, effective
and retroactive to last Jan. 1, carrying
out substantially the recommendations
of he railroad wage commission. The
aggregate of tbe Increases probably
will be more than $300,000,000 a year,
half ot which will be distributed within a tew weeks as back pay in lump
sums ranging from about $100 to nearly $200 each.

Live Weight 1200

pounds

100

Dressed Weight 672 pounds of Beef

When Swift & Company buys
a steer weighing 1200 pounds,

only about 672 pounds goes to
market as beef; the other 528
pounds consists of hide, fats,
other
and waste.
When the packer pays 15 cents a
pound for a steer, he sells the meat to
by-produ-

the retailer for about 24 cents. But
the packer gets only about 6 cents a

pound for the other 528 pounds.
This means that the packer gets
about 16 cents a pound for all the
products from a steer for which he
pays 15 cents.
The difference of 1 cent per pound
covers the cost of dressing, preparation
freight on beef to all
of
parts of the United States, operation of
distributing houses, and leaves a net
profit of only about V4 of a cent per
pound on all dressed beef sold.
Large volume ofbusiness and utiliza
tion of parts that were formerly wasted,
make this achievement possible.
Year Book of interesting and
instructive facta sent on request.
Address Swift & Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois

Swift & Company,U.S.A.
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WESTERN

MARKET

MINING AND OIL

QUOTATIONS
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NEWS

Old Merv Is Now but a Desolate
Place of Ruin.

Westsrn Nswspapsr Union Nawa Servlcs.

DENVER HAHKET.

(Veetern

Fat steers, ch. toCattlt.
prime.. ,16.0017. 00
Fat Btoera, good to choice. 16.25W16.00
Fat steers, fair to good... 13.50 16.00
Heifers,

prime
Cowa, fat, good to choice..
Cowa, fair to good
Cowa, common to fair
Veal calvea
u"?
good to choice...
Jeeders,
Feeders, fair to good
feeders, common to fair...
Mockers, goo'd to choice...
Blockers, fair to good
Good hoga
,

18.00
12.

14.90
13.50

OO

10.00(11.75
7.00

9.50

10.00wl5.00
8.00W11.00
1

2.0(1

10.60

ip

3.60

'a 11.75

9.0010.25

11.00fu12.50
8.60

10.50

1.7017.15

Sheep.
light (wooled)
heavy (wooled)... J18.5019.00
18.50
18.00
(clipped)
14.5015.60
F.wes (wooled)
15.25'g'15.75
Ewes (clipped)
12.004pl3.00

fmbs,
Lambs,

HAV AND (.HAI--

MARKET.

(P. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
May.
Buying Prices per Ton.
Colo, upland, per ton
I18.00IB20.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
17J01.00
hay (new crop),
l'rairle
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. 16.00 18.00
Timothy, per ton
0.00 21.00
Alfalfa, per ton
16.00018.00
South Park, per ton
20.00 c 21.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 18.00 20.00
Straw, per ton
6.00
Oats, Nebr.. 100 lbs'buylng
ÍS.00
Colo, oats, bulk, buying
2.65
Corn chop, sack, selling
1. 13
Corn In sack, selling
8.30
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
1.97
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling... 1.67

Newspaper Union Newt Service.
FOR METALS.

PRICES

New York. Lead, $7.007.25.
Copper, 123.12.
Bar silver, 99c.

Klca.

flutter.

Creameries, ex. 1st grade,
. Creameries. 2d grade, lb
Process
Tacking stock

lb...

44
40
36
30

28

Fruit.

Apples, Colo, new fancy, box.2.503.50

Vegetable.

Beans, Navy, cwt
Beans, Pinto, cwt
Beans, Lima, lb
Beets. Colo., cwt
Carrots, owt
Cauliflower, lb
Onions, table, doz
Potatoes, cwt
Turnips, Colo., cwt

12.0014.00

10.00
.16
2.00
1.00
12(4
.35

15

10.

25
76
1.25

1.65

1.50

HIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Hides.
Pound
28c
Flint, butcher, lb
26c
Flint, fallen, lb
Flint, bull and atag, lb
16c
Flint, culls and glue, lb
16c
20
:
22c
Salt hides, lb one-ha- lf
Horse hides
to two-thirprice of green salt.
Oreen Salted, Cured Hides.
Over 40 lbs., lb
12013c
Under 60 lbs., lb
1213c
10o
Olue hides and skins, lb
9
10c
Bulls and ataga, lb
Part cured, lb
lc less
Oreen, 2c lb. less than cured.
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts, lb
423450
Short wool pelts
3740o
27o
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, lb...
10o
No. 2 Murrain shearings, lb....
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
Tallow and Urease.
Prime rendered tallow, lb...! 10 .12
10
.11
No. 1 tallow, lb
09
No. 2 tallow, lb
.10
Brown and yellow tallow
09
grease, lb
.10
Calf aad Kip Ureea Salted.
S .28
.12
Calfskin, salted
12
.17
Kip, lb
.13
Branded, lb
1.25
1.50
Deacons, each
50
.75
slunks, each
Horse, No. 1, each
6.506.00
4.60 6.00
Horse. No. 2, each
Glue and pony, each
2.603.00
50
.60
Colt, each
Green Salted Pelts.
! .60 2.50
Lamb and Sheep, each
15
.45
Spring lamb, each
10
tihearlingB. each
.60
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKETS.
Prices Quoted for Metala.
New York. Lead !7.007.2S.
Copper I23.12H.
Bar Silver 99 (4C
St. Louis. Spelter, !7.20.
London. Bar silver, 48Tsd per os.
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, !20.OO22.50 per unit; crude
ores, 60 per cent. $22.00( 25.00; 26 per
cent, 313.00 12.50; 10 per cent, !9.40
li.20.
Bostoo Wool Prices.
Boston. Wool Scoured bnsls:
Texas Pina 12 'months, !1.721.75;
1.55.
line 8 months. 31.50staple.
!1.80; half-bloo- d
Territory Fine
combing,
SI. 6301. 68:
combing, 31. 01.45; fine
SI.
70;
clothing,
fine
6591.
medium
clothing. 11.556 1.60.
Pulled Extra. fl.80iDl.l5; AA, $1.74)
1.80; A supers, 31.60 1.65.
Chicago Live Stock Quotations,
s
Chlcago.-HogBulk, f 17.35 17.75;
light, 317.36 17 80: mixed. fi7.05
S16 35017.60:
17.80;
heavy,
rough,
fl4.7517.50.
f 1.3616.75; pigs.steers,
Cattle Native
!10.4017.50;
and feeders.
atockers
f9.2513.25;
rows and hetfers, f7.2514.75; calves,
$8.00914.50.
Sheep f9.7514.75; lambs, fills
16.60.

New 1'ork Cotton Prices.

New York. Cotton Middling, 26.45;
May. 23.85; July, 23.47; October, 22.88;
December, 22.77; January, 22.63.

Chicago Grain aad Provision Prices.
Chicago. Corn No. 2 yellow, $1.76;
fl. 60 1.70; No. 4 yellow,

No. 3 yellow,
11.45.
No.
Oats

S
white,
standard. 76(i774c
Barley 11. 30 1.51.
Timothy $5. 00i 8.00.
Clover 318. OOW 28 00.
Lard i:4.50ff24.65.
Itibs 321.80 28.42.

74U75sc;

Grain la Minneapolis.
Minneapolis. Minn. Corn No.
low. 11.50 1.60..
Onts No. 3 white. 7273'4e.
Klsx-- 3
9ni 3 92.
Bye
2.00a 2 02.
Barley-fl.16el.il.
2S.
26
31.26.
Bran

t

yel-

Son Had Fallen In the
saults on the City.

As-

We passpd by New Merv and went
on to Buirum AM,
after one of
per the sons of Tlniur, named
which Is the station
for Old Merv and the demesne of the
Murghab, formerly the property of the
St. Louis. Spelter, $7.20.
royal family, Maynnrd Owen Williams
writes in the Christian Herald. Bulr-ar- a
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
All resembles the great pyramids
per cent, $20.00 22.50 per unit; crude In that It stands between the desert
ores, 60 per cent, f22.0025.U0; 25 nnd the town. Accompanied by the
per cent, $12.00012.50; 10 per cent,
commissar, a remark9.40 12.20.
ably intelligent young Russian upon
whom devolves the task of governing
ARIZONA.
the district with a decreasing police
force, we visited the various ruins
About 60 men are at work at the which mark the spots where the sucLondon.
ounce.

Bar

silver,

48d

twenty-year-ol-

Jerome Verde property.
At Bowie basin, a test well being
drilled is full of aspbaltum and oil.
Small discovery of molybdenum ore
thirty feet down in a mine thirty
miles from Jerome.
From Patagonia comes a report
that the famous World's Fair group
of eight claims was sold to an East
ern company.
Calumet and Hecla Mining Company reports for April an output, including its subsidiaries, of 11,734,820
Hungarian patent.Flour.
98 lbs., sacked,
subject to discount
34.76 pounds of copper.
DRESSED FOLLTHY.
COLORADO.
Less 10 per cent commission.
S2
Turkeys, fancy d. p
30
Turkeys, old toms
25
24
United Gold MineB Company of CripTurkeys, choice
22
20
27 ple Creek during the first two weeks
Hens lb
Ducks, young
27 O80 of May shipped forty-on- e
cars of ore.
. .25
27
Geese
15
IS
Roosters
"The Cripple Creek district mines
again went 'over the top,' the producI.lve Poultry.
(Price's net F. O. B. Denver.)
tion of April exceeding the million-dolla-r
12
10
Roosters, lb
mark."
30
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
26
Hens
S26
25
shipment, one each of
A two-ca- r
Ducks, young
25
627 screenings and coarse rock, was made
30
Ducklings, lb
24 from the old incline shaft on the MoUeese
22
45
Broilers, 1918, lb
doc, at Cripple Creek.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, P.
O. B. Denver.
.12
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
O. B. Denver
.24
Eggs, case count, misc.
cases, less commission...! 8.258.60

Practically Obliterated by the Great
Conqueror, Jhenghil Khsn, Whose

The Index mine, on the southwestGold hill, owned by the
Index Gold Mining Company, and active under lease, is back in the producing class and Is shipping steadily.
Plans are being prepared for the
Golden Cycle Mining and Reduction
Company for an electric power plant
to be located on a site located near
the Pike View coal mine, north of
Colorado Springs.
The old Ohio property, which was
a considerable producer of silver and
gold ore in the "boom of 1880," has
again shown up a streak of high-gradsilver ore to reward the efforts of the
lessees.
The Ohio is situated on
Shock hill, within half a mile of the
railway depot at Breckenrldge.
The Ten Mile Mining district In
Summit county is getting Into Its
stride in the production of high grade
molybdenite concentrates. It would
appear that a production of $3,000,000
of molybdenite concentrates for 1918
is probable. One mill In that district
produced over f300,000 of molybdenite
concentrates during April,

ern slope of

MONTANA.
Anaconda's High Ore mine suspended operations for three months during
which the shaft will be concreted the
entire depth of 3,400 feet and will cost
about $75.000. It is not expected this
shutdown will interfere seriously with
Anaconda's production as men will be
sent to other mines Increasing output
at these points. High Ore's daily production averaged 1,950 tons. It is estimated that Anaconda will in May
produce
approximately
28,000,000
pounds of copper, 900,000 ounces of
silver and 5,000,000 pounds of zinc.
Dally tonnage of all oreB, including
North Butte, Is now 17,909.
NEW MEXICO.
F. W. Moffett has sold the famous
Snake and Opportunity group at HIUs-bor- o
to Eastern capitalista.
The Las Anlmaa Peak Gold Mines
Company has recently installed a new
Witte hoist in Sierra county.
Major Llewellyn and his associates
are working on the Percha Creek
placer grounds below Hlllsboro.
Final arrangements of the Melrose
Oil Company are rapidly being completed for active field operations.
In Lake Valley the Lake Valley
mines are employing fifty men and
shipping high grade manganese ores.
The mining Industry is picking up
every day in Sierra county and there
are more men at work producing more
ore than for over fifteen years. .
The Mogollón Company Is making a
costly drive in New Mexico but Is
bringing large quantities of ore Into
view. Its new shaft on which men
and machines were sinking all winter
Is 900 feet deep and cost $55,000. It
is stated that the company is shipping
from four to five thousand tons a
month besides many bars of bullion.

d

cessive editions of Merv stood. Merv
Is mentioned In the Zoronstrian books
of wisdom and, like every other old
city, owed Its existence to a river the
Murghab.
Seleucus
Nlkator
once
founded a colony here and for a considerable period It was the home of a
large band of Nestorlans. But It was
not until the Arabs, to whom modern
civilization owes so much, took charge,
soon after the death of Mohamet, that
Merv became a true metropolis. Huge
dams were erected on the Murghab and
the entire oasis was well watered from
the Irrigating ditches. Merv then rivaled Bagdad as the greatest city In

the orient.
Five centuries later, Jhenghlz Khan,
enraged by the death of his son before
the ramparts of the queen city of the
world, utterly destroyed It. The Arabic
writers assert that nearly a million
persons were killed at this time. Arabic
wrltere estimated figures in a typically
freehanded way.
For 200 years Merv was a ruin, but
In the fifteenth century It was rebuilt
and continued to exist until 1795, when
the emir of Bokhara destroyed the
wonderful dam at' Sultan Bent and
thus turned the lovely oasis into a desert. Massive as they are, the ruins of
Old Merv are devoid of Interest. The
young commissar, In speaking of the
ruins, sold, "What sighs and tears
these crumbling walls have cost !"
Three beautiful horses, furnished by
the government and driven by a picturesque old coachman In a red shirt
and sash, black vest and white
hat, whirled us back through the
various sites of ruined cities to the
small town of Bairnm All, where a new
system of Irrigation Is building up a
new city. Old Merv is an interesting
proof of the "Sic trunslt gloria round!"
phrase, but It was built In "sic transit"
style, of sunbaked bricks. Only a battered mosque, a great convent and sev
eral huge beehive
remain
above the scarred plain where great
cities stood.
couch-man-

's

Shortening Crackers With Corn Oil.
For years cracker bakers have
thought that only animal fat could be
successfully used as shortening In their
products, it being believed that vege
table fats, such as lard compound,
corn oil and peanut oil would not
make crackers which would keep In
hot weather. For ten months, however, a cracker baking concern In
Terre Haute, Ind., has been making
commercial goods with 13 pounds of
corn oil to the barrel of flour instead
of an equal weight of lard, and also
using 25 per cent rye flour to 75 per
cent wheat.
These goods went through the hot
season last summer without trouble,
thug destroying what was practically
a myth of the cracker-bakintrade.
The rye mixture produces a soda
cracker and saltlne In no respect
darker thnn a straight wheat article,
according to a bulletin of the United
States food administration. Barley
flour is also suitable for cracker baking. '
g

Women Also Serve.
While in the larger cities their work
is not so noticeable. In the smaller
centers of population our women are
slowly but surely taking over the work
of the men who are now In the army,
navy and other government service.
So far, our women workers have not
taken over the heavier rlnsse nf wnrlr
found in manufacturing plants, be
cause there are still ample numbers
of men available.
However, In plants
where there is much light manufacturing women are to be found in profusion.
In stores, hotels and even In
street cars. American women are taking the places of men with the colors. Women soda-wate- r
dispensers
Bnd elevator runners are now quite
common in most cities. Scientific
Amerlcnn.

Chain Armor to Protect the Eyes.
An ingenious Improvement has recently been made to the already familiar steel shrapnel helmet in use "over
there," says the Popular Science
Monthly. It Is designed to protect the
yes and the upper part of the face
from splinters of wood, stone, sand and
WYOMING.
metal thrown up by exploding shells.
Florence Petroleum Company's well The new device Is merely an adaptaat Castle Creek Is making rapid prog- tion of the chain doors which have
been Introduced Into metal, chemical
ress.
The Glenrock section of the Big nnd glass works In recent years to proMuddy field is a scene of busy devel- tect the workers from the hent of the
furnnres and the splashes of molten
opment operations these days.
It consists nf a fringe of
Word reached Laramie that wTien material.
separate short lengths of fairly heavy
the Ohio well, drilling in the Rock chain, which
effectively arrests the flyCreek field, was drilled to the Muddy ing particles.
On account
loosesand, oil was encountered in such ness. It does not seriouslyof Its
Interfere
quantity that the drillers did not know with the vision.
what to do with It,

1. One of the American heavy howitzers in Frunce being loaded for action,
yards at Kearney, X. J., trying to beut the Ktiglish record of 8,005 rivets In a
glneers making an emergency telephone post out of a wrecked tree.
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America's Great Record

in

the

Raising

and Sending of
Troops Is Revealed.

CROWDER

HITS AT LOAFERS

Every Registered Man Must Fight or
Engage in Useful Occupation Allies Strike at Reorganizing
German Armies. British Arrest Plotting
Sinn Felners.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Ninety thousand American troops
landed In France in the first ten dnys
of May; a million men to be on the
other side In a year from the time the
first were sent across the Atlantic; a
grand total of 2,0:W,22 in active service or In trnlning, to be Increased to
4,000,000 or 5,000,000 before the end
of the next fiscal year. Such Is the
proud record of the war department
and Its plans for the near future as
stated to the house of representatives
by Mr. Caldwell of the military affairs
committee. The committee unanimously approved the $11,000,000,000 .nrmy
appropriation bill and It was reported
to the house.
-- tr. Caldwell added :
"The potential
man power of America, for a seven
year war, may be conservatively estimated at 20,000,000 fighting men of
recognized military age this out of a
population of 125,000,000."
Continually harassed by the artll-In- g
record with that of Great Britain,
he said: "We began with less, went
further, nnd arrived with more in
shorter time."
The army bill was so amended that
President Wilson is given unlimited
power to call drafted men to the colors,
1

As a step toward realizing the government's expectations in the matter
of man power, Provost Marshal General Crowder on Thursday Issued a
drastic amendment to the selective
service regulations, which will compel every man of draft age to either
fight or work after July 1. Idlers and
occupations
all engaged In
will be called In by draft boards and
given their choice of joining the colors or finding someNiseftil occupation.
Among those affected by the order are
gamblers and race track attendants,
baseball players and other professional
sportsmen, waiters and bartenders,
theater ushers, passenger elevator operators and other attendants of clubs
and hotels, domestics and clerks In
stores.
In applying the rule deferred classification on account of dependents will
be utterly disregarded, and local boards
may take action whether they have
original Jurisdiction of the registrant
or not.
It Is believed in Washington that the
"fight or work" plan will go a long
way In solving the problem of getting
sufficient labor for the farms, the shipyards and the munitions plants. Until the results of Its operation are
seen there will be no more talk of the
conscription of labor. ..
Attorney General Gregory followed
up General Crowder's order with the
statement that all who leave the country to escape the draft will be prosecuted on their return.
I
That there will be enough ships to
meet the requirements of the situation seems assured, for the shipyards
are turning them out In steadily Increasing numbers. At Rutgers college
last week Secretary Daniels said that
before another summer we shall have
enough ships to carry millions of troops
to Frnnce, nnd enough destroyers to
see them there In safety. "The emperor of Germany" he added, "knows
that when the I'nited States builds
enough ships his end has come, and
we are going to build enongh ships."
President Wilson has consented to
restore to the original number the
fleet of steamers employed to carry
food to the ten million starving InBelgium
habitants of German-occupie-

and France, hut on the other hand he
has cnuseti Holland to be notified that
if It wants the remainder of the grain
promised It by America It must send
Dutch ships for It at once. The Netherlands government had prohibited
the departure of Dutch vessels from
its ports, where more titan 400.000 tons
nf shipping are lying Idle. The grain
rations promised to Norway are going
forward, In Norwegian bottoms.

2. Riveters

In the federal
3. Canadian

duy.

en- -

The allied air men carried out numerous bombing raids over German towns,
besides dropping many tons of explosives on the enemy's military establishments.
The Germans mude a great air raid
on London, killing 44 persons and losing five of their planes, and attempted
two raids on Purls with little success.
More satisfactory to the Hun mind
were the results of some air raids on
British hospitals behind the lines, for
several hundred sick and wounded soldiers were killed and Injured, and
among the victims were several women nurses who would not desert their
wards. The commander of the squadron of Gothas that mode this characteristically brntitl attack ns brought
down and captured and declared he did
not see tile Red Cross signs on the hospitals, though they were plainly visible.

The food situation In France has
Improved so much that the end of the
regime of restrictions is in sight, and
the three meatless days a week, only
recently instituted, have given such excellent results that the measure will
Many of the
be of short duration.
older French soldiers will be released
for farm work as the American troops
arrive in greater numbers.
In shnrp contrast with litis is the
condition existing in Germany and AusAustria's renewed drive against Italy
tria, where the people are reliably re- did not develop Inst week, but reports
ported to be on the verge of starvation from Vienna said Austria had censed
Washand of consequent rebellion.
all military operations In the east on
ington is informed that even with the May 20 In order to concentrate her
reduced ration planned for June 13 forces on the Italian front, so It Is like
Germany will not have enough food to ly the offensive will be started there
last through to the next harvest. The very soon. The allies have Utile fear
Berliner Tageblatt says horse meat of the result.
and dog ment are being used by the
poorer classes In Saxony, and the
The Germans captured the city of
price lias gone up.
Abo in Finland and also occupied
The war prisoners of Germany of BJorkn, an Island In the Gulf of
d
course are the greatest sufferers. The
80 miles from Petrograd. In Kiev,'
first contingent of Russian, prisoners.
capital of the Ukraine, there was heavy
1,500 In number, to be exchanged unfighting between the forces of Skoro-padskder the recent agreement, has just
the new Ukrainian dictator,
readied Petrograd and they are de- and troops tliot remained faithful to
scribed as "veritable walking dead the rada. In Baku, on
the Cnspian,
men."
which was previously reported capturAs was predicted in this review
ed by the Hussions, the bolshevik! and
weeks ago, the food supply to be ob- Mussulmans fought long
nnd bitterly.
tained from the Ukraine, of which the More than 2,000 were killed anil much
German government boasted so much of the city was burned.
The food sitin advance, has proved so small as to uation In Russia was reported to be
And the growing steadily worse except In Mosbe almost inconsequential.
kaiser's treacherous treatment of that cow. Petrograd Is non- - entirely withcountry greatly aggravates the situaout bread.
tion there, for the people do not proCopenhagen dispatches say that Genpose to raise crops only to be robbed
eral Mannerhelm. commander in chief
of them.
of the Finnish white guard, has reIH
signed because he was ordered to InContinually harrassed by the artil- vade the Russian' province of Karelia.
lery and air forces of the allies, the
German commanders were still laborDeclaring that It had discovered an
ing heavily last week to complete the
reorganization of their armies on the extensive and dangerous
In Ireland, the British government
plot
west front for the resumption of the
drive. So great was the task and so descended upon the Sinn Fein suddeneffective the Interruptions that com- ly and arrested several hundred mempetent observers believed the offensive bers of that party, including its presicould not be begun again before the dent. Professor de Valera, and practically all the other leaders. The coup
middle of June. Meanwhile General
Foch and his associates, instead of raised a storm In Ireland and even the
waiting quietly to be attacked, took nationalists, though disclaiming any
sympathy with the revolutionary alms
every opportunity to Improve their situations, with the result that their lines of the Sinn Felners, declared the government's action was not sincere and
grew stronger dally. First the British and then the French, always aided was taken to cloud the home rule and
The Irish obmaterially by the Americans, struck conscription situation.
jectors to the draft seem to rely greathard in local operations so extensive
that In previous wars they would be ly on public opinion in the United
classed as battles. The Anzacs start- States, and over here there Is a tendency to suspend Judgment concerning
ed off the week by recapturing
Inflicting heavy losses on the Sinn Fein arrests until the British,
the Huns. Next the Pollus made one government adduces its proof of a plot.
It Is said the existence of the plot
of their whirlwind attacks on a 4,000-yar- d
front In the Locre region, near was known for weeks by American
Kemmel, taking a considerable number secret agents and that such notorious
Irishmen in America as Jeremiah
of prisoners and holding the objectives
gained, which strengthened tltclr de- O'Leary now missing were concerned In It. It Is certain that no
fensive positions around Scherpenberg,
plotters In any of the allied counMont Rouge and Mont Nolr. On succeeding days the Germans were pushed tries will get any sympathy from ths
back in other sectors, the allies always American government or the American
people.
gaining ground of tactical Importance.
The Huns seemed to have lost much of
Director General McAdoo startled
their fighting spirit and their counterattacks had little dash and no success. the country last week by summarily reThe artillery firing on both sides In- moving from their positions all presicreased during the week all along the dents of railroads, in order to obtain
more complete
in the runline. The Germans were especially
free with the use of gas shells, but In ning of the Unes, and, incidentally, to
the American sector northwest of Toul, save about $20,000,000 a year In salat least, they got more than they gave, aries. Many other high rail officials
for the Yankee batteries fairly deluged also have lost their Jobs because they
were doing little to earn their pay. It
the German positions and cantonments
is Mr. McAdoo'8 Intention to appoint
In the Gerechamp wood with gas. Inflicting severe punishment on the en- a federal director of the roads in each
region, and some of the best of the
emy.
deposed presidents
will get these
The Americans carried out a number
places.
of spirited patrol actions and raids In
government
The
also
has taken over
their sector but had no extensive en- the
carrier business of the Pullman
gagements.
company, making it a part of the railp
way system.
The company will be
Fighting nnd bombing operations of
Industry
paid rental for Its
the aviators were extraordinarily nu- based on the three-yea- r carrier
average earnmerous and exciting last week. Many ings
prior to June 30, 1917.
machines on both sides were brought
(si-- Mr
down, but the Huns were by far the
n
Rose Pastor Stokes,
greater sufferers. Among the noted
air men lost was Major Raoul I.ufbery, socialist, was found guilty of violatthe American, who Jumped from his ing the espionage act by a federal
blazing machine and was killed. Other court Jury In Kansas City. She had
American aviators were very active attacked the government as an ally of
the profiteers.
and many of them gained new laurels.

LUCY

Srecial Correspondence.
HANDS. ARMS,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bennett
moved, to Estancia last week.
LIMBS ASLEEP We are sorry to see these good
people leave us as they have
worked for the upbuilding of
And Wat
Weak and this commanity and lend a helping hand jn a time of need.
Nervous, Says Florida Lady.
They have' cur our very best
Five Bottles of Cardni
wishes wherever they may go.
WelL
Made
J. E. Patterson is much better.
Ron-Dow- n,

tía

Several warm

friends

visited

Among others.
Kathleen, na. Mrs. Dallas Prlns, him Sunday.
of this place, pays: "After the birth Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Porter and
of my last child... I got very much daughter Miss
Annie, J, A.
and weakened, so much
that I could hardly do anything at Chapman and Dr. Ottosen.
I was bo awfully nervous that
ail.
Quite an interesting program
I could scarcely endure the Aast was rendered at the school house
My condition was getting
noise.
Saturday ' right when a party
worse all the time...
I knew I must have some relief or from the Pinos Wells district
I would soon be in t - bed and In a gave a tour act piay. entmea
serious condition tcfelt so badly
mere
'Out in the Streetand was so nervous
week I could
readings,
hardly lire. My husb d asked Dr. were some good songs,
about my takln CarduL He violin and cornet music
said, 'It's a good medlcin
end good
Last week's Thrift Stamp and
for that trouble', so he got me 6 bot- War Saving Stamp sales were as
.
about
tles. .After
the second bottle I
one
Jessie Clayton,
felt greatly Improved. . .befo
taking follows:
it my limbs and hands and arms Thrift Stamp; Fadelma Matting-ly- ,
would go to sleep. After taking it,
two Thrift Stamps; Miss Myrhowever, this poor circulation disapWar'Saving
My strength came back to tle Hubbard, one
peared.
me and I was soon on the road to Stamp.
health. After the use of about E botEarl Brown left for training
tles, I could 4o all niy
Monday. He has a brother
and attend to my six children be- camp
in France, who is with the 3rd
sides."
Ydu can feel safe in giving Cardul Motor Truck Co.
a thorough trial for your troubles. It
Mrs. Clayton and Foley were
contains no harmful or
drugs, but is composed of mild, vege- auite sick Sunday. They have a
table, medicinal ingredients with no severe case of lagrippe.
bad
Thousands of Women
Mrs. Claunch writes from Al
have voluntarily written, telling of
good
Cardul has done them. It buquerque that Horace is much
the
B
She expects to return
should help you, too. Try it
better.
soon if he continues to improve.
Jesse Heal went to Taiban Fri
day
night to get a pair of mules
From the Record
had strayed away.
that
At the special school election
quota for the recent
Lucy's
held here last Fridav the followWe
Cross drive was $50- ing were chosen: W. F. Ander- Red
$93.25, and so are over the
son, Pedro N. Vigil, J. N. Under- raised
'
top.
wood, C. H. Wood and Jacobo
Julius Meyer and M. A. Ma- Baca.
loney were Mountainair visitors
Cristino Garcia, an aged man Mondav.
They went to talk con
employed by S. Lueras, was solidated
schools to the board of
brought to town Wednesday for
medical attention, but his condition education.
Barney Ward came home Sat
was such that treatment
He died urday after a six weeks stay
could not save his life.
early this morning, and will be with his sister who lives in
n

'

house-wor-

k

habit-formin-g

after-effect-

YIr!LARD

buried tomorrow morning at the
Catholic cemetery.

For long term farm loans see
H. V. Lipe.

PROGRESSO

Special Correspondence.

Sunday school was well at
Immediately
tended Sunday.
the crowd went to
MAKE WORK EASIER afterwards
the home of Mrs. N. A. Jones
and spent the evening singing.
Glenn Mulkey went to Estan
Estancia People Are Pleased to
cia to work this week.
Learn How It Has Been
John Mourfield came up' from
Done.
Saturday morning and
Torrance
It's pretty hard to attend to duties
spent Sunday with his family,
With a constantly aching back;
returning bunday atternoon.
With annoying urinary disorders.
Ray Elliston attended the Rat
I'oan's Ki Wy Fills make work eas
tlesnake Hill Sunday school
ier for many a EUiTdrer.
They're for bad backs.
For weak kidneys.
Here ia convincing proof of merit.
Mrs. Philip White, Box 66, Vaughn,
N. Mex , saya: "l had a bad ca9e of
kidney trouble and I thought my back
would never stop aching.
If I tried to
bend over to warn sharp pains caught
me in my back and I became awfully
dizzy.
My kidneys at times were in
bad condition and I usually felt tired
out and run down. As I had heard
about Soan's Kidney Pills, I decided
I received fine relief
to try them.
after I had taken a few doses and
about one box entirely removed the

trouble."
Don't sim
Price 6'tc, at all dealers
ply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doao'a Kidney Pills the. same that
Mrs White had Foster- - Milbourn Co.,
Mfgra , Buffalo, N. Y.
adv

Pearce, Ray Elliston,
Wright and son Vernon
made a business trip to Estancia
Friday.
The object of the trip
being for Vernon to enlist as a
volunteer soldier, which he suc
ceeded in doing, and will leave
for Camp Cody this afternoon
accompanied by his brother, Ray
Wright
Ihis makes six boys
from our little neighborhood,
namely, Robert and Edd Elliston,
Kay and Vernon Wright, Maximo
and Manuel Griego. We are
proud of these boys and wish
them success and feel that when
they get over to France something will be doin'.
Geo. Myers and wif and son
George left Saturday forElectra,
Texas, where Mr. Myers will

C.
Wm.

M.

'XT-'-:

l

.

, .

'

...;J

CEDAR. GROVE The

work in the shops for the next
five months.
Specal Correspondence
Mrs. N. A. Jones entertained
The party at Frank Miller's
at supper Tuesday evening Ray was a great success large crowd
and
Mae
Willie
Wright and sister
and all report a good time.
'
C. M. Pearce and wife.
Everybody attended the pro

COTT'5 EMULSION
1

1

ENeiN

STATE BANK

ENCINO

Pleas-antvie-

w

e,

ly

THE NEW MEXICO
RURALIST

A Livestock Paper A Ranch Paper A Farm Paper
An
Paper A Newspaper

HAST

Bond & Bro Mer. Co ,
who has been absent for some
time visiting snme of the prin
cipal cities of the north, returned
this week.
Fire broke out in Faustino
Aguilar's garage and hay barn
Thursday noon that .complftcly

re-re-

G. W.

destroyed it and for a time
threatened his residence, the
corner of the roof catching on
fire, but through the timely aid
of the bucket brigade and fire
extinguishers it was saved. The
loss was estimated at about J800

MORIARTY

Valentine, on May 17th, a baby
girl. Mother and babe are doing

nicly.

Mrs. Lou Shafer of Red Oak.
Iowa, ia visiting her sister-in-laMrs. Doeling. Mrs Shafer came

W. W. Wagner

Colds are contracted when strength is lowered and the
inflammation easily develops bronchitis or lung trouble, while
grippe and pneumonia frequently follow and any cold should
have immediate treatment with

Howard Payne shipped cattle gram Friday night at Silverton.
from Duran Sunday.
A fine program was rendered.
Ben Bailey and wife of Willard
Miss Verdie Smith spent the
spent Sunday evening with Mrs. week end with Miss Joy Miller.
White.
Mrs. Drew Clark and son Clay
A party was given Thursday ton spent Saturday and Sunday
The National Strength-Build- er
Wm.
night at the home of
with her sister Mrs. Ruth Jones.
sons
Wright in honor of their
which first builds, up the forces by carrying rich nourishment
Some from here went the Red
Rav and Vernon; before their de. Cross speaking at Mcintosh Sun
to the blood streams and creates real body warmth.
camp.
A
training
parture for
í
day afternoon.
.
1 t
.1
'
f
large crowd was present in fact ' Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Curry and
rmk Its coa liver on is me iavorue or pnysicians ror correcting
neighboreveryone
most
in the
cnest
bronchial
disorders
troubles.
and
reRaymond attended the
hood, and all had a jolly good son
The Imported Norwegian cod liver oil always used in Scott'a EmuUion li now
refined in our own American laboratories which guarantees it free from impurities.
Supper, consisting of vival at Estancia Sunday night.
time.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. 1.
The well drill at Will Price's is'
cake, pie and coffee was served
at a late hour, and all departed giving trouble, so the work isn't
for their homes after bidding progressing as well as could be
the boys goodbye and wishing wished.
One of Mr. Compton's horses
them a speedy re turn.
ENCINO, NEW MEXICO
The people of Progresso have was snakebitten last week, but
demonstrated that they are a it is better now.
CAPITAL 25,000.00
very live bunch as well as being
banking
business. Live stock loans a specialty. We invite
general
Does
a
most patriotic by going over the
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
PLEASANTVIEW
top in the Red Cross .drive in a Special Correspondence.
C. L. OREIGHTON, CbbJi.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-very easy fashion with donations
Bean planting is in order at
that more than doubled their
present.
quota.
Some of the boys who recently fected at this place, with twenty Carrie Hawkins spen't Sunday
Wm. Wright and family Sun- dayed with B. E. Piggott and joined the bean club are busy lit- members. Following are the of- with Lillian Gumfory.
tle farmers, and it looks as ficers: Mrs. B. Snell, chairman;
family.
Mrs N. C. Hawkins spent
though something was going to Mrs. W. N. Walpole. vice chair- Sunday with Mrs. L. A. Vick.
be ádoing.
man; Miss Isabelle Clark, secreMrs. F. L. Hawkins and little
Little Miss Nina Lester enter- tary; Mrs. Bob Shaw, treasurer; Floyd attended Sunday school
From the Enterprise.
schoolmates
member
of
her
Cook,
of
some
tained
chairman
Mrs.
Sunday.
J. W. Slack, of the Encino
ship committee. Will meet FriConstruction Co., who has the in her home this week..V.
F. L. Hawkins spent Saturp.
at
m.
week
day
of
each
at 3
B. ManJ. Lewis Clark and
contract for the Geo. Frey res-- ,
We urge every day night with home folks.
idence, has the cement blocks al- ning were elected delegates to school house.
Falcona BrovJn has taken posto
most done and says it will be a Singing Convention at Mt. Cal one who is convenient
us, that we may session of the Angus McGillivray
nice looking residence, the inside vary 4th Sunday.
near the Pedernal mounand do "our bit." We ranch
Our school closes Tuesday the get busypresent
measurement being 28x28.
take up knitting. tains.few
sha'l
at
Gladys
has
Brunner
Miss
20th.
A
from here went to the
R. C. Dillon has disposed of his
ice cream supper at Lucy SaturPackard touring car and pur- taught a very successful term
ts,
circumstances-seaadverse
under
day night, given in honor of
chased a "Cream Puff" roadster
RATTLESNAKE
no water. Special
Jesse Heal, who is going to leave
which they say is a beauty as bad house, bad
Correspondence.
etc.,
etc.
for training camp.
well as being servicable.
spent
Gumfory
Willie
Miss
Mr, Nation from Negra has
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Slack acnight
folks.
home
Saturday
with
Notice to Taxpayers.
companied by Mrs. Slack's sis- been visiting this week withA crowd 6f ' people from this
ters, Misses Nell and Ida Big-be- relatives the Luke Burns fam- community
The
last one-ha- lf
of taxes
speakattended the
intend leaving for Albu- ily.
levied in the year 1917 are now
Tuesday.
Lucy
ing
at
obDay
will
be
Miss
Children's
Thursday
where
querque
due and payable, and if not paid
A crowd of young folks took will become delinquent June first.
business served here the 2nd Sunday in
Nell will enter the
Willie
Misses
and
supper
with
by
school.
Sunday
school, the rest returning home. June
the
Publication and sale of deRed Cross workers, Mesdames Lillian Gumfory Sunday night linquent taxes will be according
One of the section hands, we
following
ones
then
the
Hersh-berge- r, and
to Chapter 80 of 1917 Session
did not learn his name, was hurt Coulter, Melton, Hector,
L. Hanlon, Misses Saun- went to Encino: John Powers, Laws.
quite badly this week while helpPederVick,
of
Miss
Hines
Louis
ing to pump a hand car.
In ders and Sharpless' were out
If you have not paid your
Gladys taxes,
please do so before June
some way he slipped and fell from Mountainair Sunday. Mrs. nal, Willie, Lillian and
All
a
car
had
nice
Gumfory.
first and avoid interest and costs.
backwards off the car while it Hanlon, in a brief way outlined
ride.
RA YMUNDO ROMERO,
was in motion and was run over the work of the Red Cross, after
Misses Melvina Rhoads and
by it,
He was taken to the which art organization was per- Collector.
Santa Fe hospital at Clovis.
The Red Cross went over the
top on their portion of the Red
Croes drive this week, sending
in the Hum of $220.00.
Knch iHoe will Intercut you. Von have never read a paper Jut like It. (or it i the only paper
The young people enjoyed a
to your lntereate and your neisrhbor Intereata.
Untied devoted
farewell dance in the new part
of the Willard Mercantile build
ing that has been completed, last
Thursday night in honor of Miss
Isabelle Speare, who left Sunday
with her parents for Estancia,
their future home.
The brick layers having completed their work on the G. W.
Bond & Bro. Merc, building left
EDITED BY H . B. HENING
this week for other points.
W. H. Melton left on the
morning train for Roswell
on a business trip.
E. M. Christian, founder and
"At-Hom- e"
manager of the Pedernal copper
mine was in town a day or so
this week.' He stated that there
week 10,000 ranchmen, cattle men, sheep men, wool men and farmers sat down
is no question that as soon as
"easy chair" and read and
their New Mexico Ruralist. Perhaps the
machinery can be put in that ore
interesting
they
was
article
read
about you : something you had done on your
can be mined out in paying quan
ranch that was done differently and better than they had been doing it. If it were
tities and they are s'eadily pre
paring the way.
not about you it pertained to your everyday business. Every line in last week's paper was
R. C Dillon, manager of the
of interest to them for each line was devoted to rural New Mexico.

From the Moriarty Messenger.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Relia

On account of it being impossible to get suitable help to take
care of stock at home I will be compelled to take care of it myself,
and keep breeding stock at home. I will be pleased to take care of
any custom that may come to my place ten miles straight north of
the courthouse. I will have the imported stallions, SaphoNo, 4307,
and Arbitre No. 3576, and the Kentucky bred saddle stallion Dare
McDonald No. 4436, the California bred jack, Duke M No. 4557,
and John Drew No. 22413Prices to insure riving colt, $20, except for the imported French
coach stallion, which will be only $15, and the jack, John Drew,
at $12.

CORRECT TREATMENT FOR COLDS

'

here from Deming where she has
a son in the army camp.
The speeches of M. E. liickey
and Dr. Wilder of Albuquerque,
and F. H. Ayers of Estancia, did
much to arouse the spirit of giving in those present Sunday
People said they had read about
the very things the speakers
spoke of but bad not thought
much about it.
It made them
realize more fully what it would
mean to lose the war.
Others
said they wish
were
there persons utterly dead so
far as the war is concerned.

And Then There Is a Whole Page for Mother and the Girls
The latest styles, illustrated, but best of all, articles of what otlier women are doing in different parts of New Mexico. You women will like this page. It is edited by Anna Vilds(
Strumquist, of Albuquerque. Perhaps you know her, and we are certain she knows you.
And Mrs. Strumquist told us to ask you if you would not help edit this page. If you have
an exceptionally good recipe send it to Mrs. Strumquist. If you are getting more eggs than
any one else in your neighborhood, if you are having better success with your chickens,
write and tell us how you do it. Feci free to use this page, for you are writing to friends and
for friends to read.
K

7 Big Columns of State, National and International News
A good Short Story each week. Timely topics of state news written by men who have had
a close, personal knowledge of state affairs for twenty years. It is a paper for the entire
state u no sense local, but state-wid-

First of All a Livestock and Ranch Paper
ISSUED EVERY SATURDAY
$2.00

Per Year in Advance
Address all communications

Subscribe Now
to "the
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